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SAN DIEGO (AP) — A second light
plane may have played a part in
Monday's collision of an airliner and
single engine plane, perhaps confusing
the airplane pilot who "may thought he
was past the aircraft lie actually
collided with," a federal inspector says.
At least 150 people were killed when
the Pacific Southwest Airlines jet and
Cessna 172 crashed into a residential
area. It was the nation's worst air
disaster.
Phillip Hogue of the National
Transportation Safety Board said that a
twin-engine plane may have played a
part in the disaster.




Action on the second reading of an
ordinancerezoning a parcel of property
behind Dwain Taylor Chevrolet from
residential to commercial use is ex-
pected at the regular meeting of the
Murray Common Council Thursday
night.
Other items on the agenda for the
meeting, which begins at 7:30 p.m. in
the council chambers in City Hall,
include:
— Bids on a leaf loader and a dump
truck;
— Discussion of a proposed change in
a subdivision plat;
— Consideratia_a-`1f a recom-
mendation for construcCon of an offset
well;
— Possible action on a recom-
mendation from the planning com-
mission adjusting building permit fees;
— Discussion of a self-insurance
workmen's compensation program.
The rezoning of the the Taylor
property has stirred much discussion
before the council as well as the
planning commission.
Council approval following the
second reading Thursday is required
for the rezoning amendment to be
enacted.
The most outspoken opponent of the
zoning change has been Howard
Brandon. Brandon owns property just
south of the Taylor property on U. S.
641S and has hinted that he will con-
sider legal action to stop the rezoning if




Roy Weatherly, principal at Murray
High, is expected to give an interim
report on a new attendance policy for
that high school when Murray Board of
Education meets in regular session
Thursday night.
The 7:30 p.m. session is set in board
offices on Poplar.
City school board members are also
expected to consider purchasing school
buses for the 1979-'80 school year, hear
personnel recommendations, and





A Route 2, Hazel, man is in serious
condition at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah, today with a fractured
vertebra sustained in an accident
Tuesday.
A spokesman for the hospital said
today that Otis Brown, 35, is in the
intensive care unit of that hospital.
According to Kentucky State Police,
Brown sustained injuries when the
pickup truck he was driving struck a
bridge railing on KY 94, turned over
and landed in a creek. Reportedly
Brown was found some three hours
after the wreck happened -early
Tuesday -morning. He was first ad-
mitted to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for treatment, then tran-
sferred to Lourdes.
The wreck happened about five miles
from Murray. State police said he was
t"aveling west on the highway.
investigators were nowhere near fixing
blame for the crash.
"The only conflict I have at this
moment is to determine if the PSA pilot
saw the aircraft he collided with,"
Hogue said. "Did he see a third aircraft
out there or did he see any aircraft at
all?"
Hogue also said that the PSA Boeing
727 and Cessna were being controlled
by the Lindbergh Field tower on the
same radio frequency, contrary to
testimony in Washington on Tuesday by
Elwood Driver, acting chairman of the
safety board. He said Driver might
have received wrong information
before testifying the planes were
talking to different towers on different
frequencies.
The small plane was practicing in-
strument landings and the jet was
descending for a landing when they
collided.
"It was virtually headon," Hogue
said of the crash.
Hogue said pilot James McFeron, 45,
calmly reported his jet was going down
as it plunged into the North Park neigh-
borhood three miles from the airport.
"We're going in," Hogue quoted
McFeron as telling the tower in a soft
voice.
The death toll included 135 aboard the
jetliner, two in the Cessna and at least
13 on the ground killed by chunks of
metal and bodies cascading down on
the neighborhood. At least nine people
were injured.
Hogue said McFeron, a 17-year
veteran of the airline, may not have
been aware of the single-engine Cessna
172. "He may have thought he was past
the aircraft he actually collided with."
Hogue said McFeron might have
been confused.
"Listening to the tower, it's apparent
that the twin-engine plane was making
its approach," he said. "They had
made their approach before the single
engine one. The pilot said, 'We've
passed,' but we're unsure what plane he
See CRASH,




A $57,000 grant has been awarded the
Division of Speech and Hearing in the
Department of Special Education at
Murray State University. The grant
was awarded by the U. S. Health,
Education and Welfare Office of
Human Development Services.
These funds will be used for a model
program to deal with speech problems
of the aged.
The announcement was made today
by U. S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard
today in Washington.
Federal, State Monies Total $14,000
Library Receives Grant For New Project
The Calloway County Public Library
has received a grant totaling $14,000 for
a library service project which will be
in effect for one year beginning Oct. 1,
with a possible one-year renewal.
The grant is funded from federal and
state monies and is administered
through the Department of Library and
Archives for public library programs.
The primary reason for the grant is
the need for expanded services to
disadvantaged groups, senior citizens,
physically handicapped and other
special groups.
"Due to limited library staff and
materials, we feel our existing library
services fall short in this area,"
commented Margaret Trevathan,
NEW LIBRARY SERVICE — A part of the Calloway County Public Library's newly funded outreach program is the
weekly children's story hours. Karen Leys, one of the directors of the program, reads a story to the children at the
Wednesday morning program. Mrs. Leys and lane Bailey, the other director, are expanding the library's services to
children, disadvantaged groups, senior citizens, the physically handicapped and other special groups.
Staff Photo t , Debbie 'V. Lee
librarian. "We are very pleasd that
our request for this grant pro sal was
funded, .and we have alr dy made
plans to begin the projectf she stated.
The project budget in ludes salaries
for two staff member , books, recor-
dings, magazines and bme audiovisual
equipment. Approximately 30 groups of
people will be reached including nur-
sing homes, special education classes,
senior citizen centers and many
specialized groups of children.
Programs will be scheduled Monday
through Friday with the majority of
them given at the location of the par-
ticular group. Some special events will
be presented in the library with tran-
sportation furnished to those involved.
Jane Bailey and Karen Leys have
been hired as directors of the new
project. Mrs. Bailey is a 1974 graduate
of Murray State University with an
associate degree in home economics-
child development. She has had some
experience working with mentally and
physically handicapped persons and is
active in church work. She is married to
Don Bailey, and they reside on Route 3,
Murray.
Mrs. Leys has a degree in art
education from the University of
Wisconsin and attended Murray State
University. She has worked with
children in the classroom and art
centers for children. Mrs. Leys is
married to Dale Leys, an assistant
professor in the art department at
Murray State.
"This is another giant step in the
promotion of our library services and
one we can hopefully continue in the
future," stated Ronnie Jackson,
chairman of the library board of
trustees.
Major Aquatic Study On Lake Barkley
Could Lead To Better Fish Management
LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES—A
major fish study at Crooked Creek
Embayment on Lake Barkley is in its
second day today and results here may
lead to better fish population
management, according to officials
working with the project
Using the chemical Rotenone, which
harms only aquatic life that breathes
through gills, biologists have killed an
estimated 30 to 35 tons of fish in this 200
acre embayment of Lake Barkley near
Energy Dam.
According to Darryl Armstrong,
information officer for TVA's Lake
Between The Lakes, the bay will be
closed to fitting until Friday. "It'll take
several days to get it back to normal,"
Armstrong said today.
James Axon, a biologist with Ken-
tucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, is coordinating the study.
More than 360 biologists, scientists, and
Encouraging Economic Sign
observers are on hand for the study.
American Fisheries Society, an
organization of professional fisheries
biologists and managers, selected the
study sight. The Reservoir Committee
of the Southern Division of American
Fisheries Society designed and is
sponsoring the study. Some 14 states
are taking part.
"The bottom line of the project is a
population study," Armstrong said.
-We're taking estimating techniques
we have used for several years and
comparing that to an actual population
count. We need to know the population
in a bay, cove or lake to better manage
Them." The test is also expected to
check the accuracy of estimating
procedures used is pollution kills, and
measure the accuracy of fish attracting
devices.
While pointing out that correct fish
sampling is necessary for proper fish
management, Axon said the success of
the Lake Barkley study may help many
other bodies of water in the coun-
try.Biologists need to know size and
composition of fish populations to
better manage bodies of water, he said.
Armstrong said scientists are ex-
pected to collect some 45 percent of the
fish killed today and clean up the
remainder Thursday. Project workers
are counting and weighing the fish.
"We projected about 200-300 pounds of
fish per acre and we're getting about
200-224 pounds," Armstrong said.
"There are other factors, too. We're
looking at various species, their age
and type. At this point we've counted
about 60 percent forage fish, five
perceta game fish, about 17 percent
commercial fish and about one half of
one percent food fish." i•
Although scientists had expected to
take more carp compared to buffalo,
Armstrong said the reverse is true.
They also pulled out a 21 inch American
Eel.
The TVA official said the fish killed
cannot be consumed by humans or
animals. Some will be used as fertilizer
in test plots while others will be
disposed in a sanitary landfill on the
170,000 acre public use area.
Armstrong said Charles Bowers,
director of fisheries in Kentucky, has
indicated there are no endangered
species of fish in Lake Barkley.
Project workers sealed off. the bay
with netting to keep fish trapped there.
Another chemical solution kept the
chemical used in the kill from
spreading into the main lake.
Armstrong indicated Lake Barkley
was selected as the test area secause of
its central location in the Southeast.
Fishermen are told not to worry
about the test reducing fish prospects.
Nation's Balance Of Trade Deficit Falls In August
By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's
trade deficit fell to $1.62 billion in
August, an encouraging sign for the
nation's economic outlook, the
government said today.
The August deficit followed a $2.99-
billion trade gap in July and was the
second smallest of the year.
The reduced deficit was encouraging
to economists who fear that trade
problems are contributing to inflation
in this country in reducing the value of
the dollar overseas.
The improvement came at a good
time for U.S. economic officials, who
have been telling world monetary of-
heals meeting in Washington of the
prospects for improvement in U.S.
trade.
On Tuesday, President Carter an-
nounced a new program to stimulate
trade by promoting exports overseas.
The United States increased its ex-
ports in August by 5.7 percent to a
record $12.47 billion, with the biggest
gains in food and airplanes.
Imports dropped by 4.7 percent to
$14.09 billion as Americans bought
fewer foreign shoes, automobiles and
other manufactured. goods.
Imported oil continued to be a big
problem, however. The Carter ad-
ministration says nearly all of the U.S.
trade gap can be attributed to pur-
chases of oil from Middle East coun-
tries.
Oil imports rose $209 million in
August to $3.35 billion after declining
the previous month.
Despite the overall trade im-
provement in August, it appeared likely
that the trade deficit for the year will
clirpass the $26.5 billion record in 1977.
13 Area High School Bands To
Compete In MSU Marching Fest
Thirteen area high school bands will
again make Roy Stewart Stadium at
Murray State University echo with the
sounds of music during the annual
Murray Regional Marching Band
Festival Saturday everting, Sept. 30.
To begin at 6 p.m., the festival is
sponsored by the Kentucky Mask
Educators Association, with the
Department of Music at Murray State
as the host. Richard W. Farrell, retired
music chairman at Murray State, Is the
festival manager.
Bands are classified according to
size. Those with 72 members or less will
compete as small bands, while those
with more than 72 members will
compete as large bands-. A.
Entered in the small bands category
are: Ballard Memorial, Crittenden
County, Heath, Lone Oak, Lyon County,
Trigg County, Union County, and
Webster County.
Participating in the large bands
division are: Caldwell County,
Reidland, Murray, Madisonville-North
Hopkins, and Day iess County.
Each band will perform from five to
eight minutes and be rated by a panel of
three judges Bands will be rated
,aerior, excellent, good, fair, or poor,
,Ith those rated superior or excellent to
-ceive plaques and those rated
iperior to be awarded trophies.
The Racer Band of Murray State
irider the direction of David A. Wells
will present a performance at the
_..a.inelusion of the festival. Ratings will
he announced and presentations made
following that show
Admission to the festival, according
to Farrell, will be $1 for adults and 50
cents for students. He emphasized that
the public is encouraged to attend.
_
So far this year, the United States has
purchased $20.98 billion more than it
has sold abroad. The trade deficit has
been larger than the August figure in
every month except June, when it was
$1.6 billion.
In his announcement Tuesday, the
president outlined what he said were
the first steps to get U.S businesses to
inside today 
start promoting their products abroad.
"Our export problem has been
building for many years and we cannot
expect dramatic improvement over-
night," Carter said in a statement.
"Increasing exports will take time, and
require a sustained effort."
If the plan works, the president said,
the economy will grow.
Two Sections—fl Pages
Murray State University grid head coach Mike Gott-
fried takes' both his team and memories tor -Morehead
State University this weekend to battle with the Eagles.
The former Morehead State quarterback is looking for his
first OVC victory at the expense of the cross-state




Clear to partly cloudy today,
tonight and Thursday. Highs
today and Thursday in the mid
70s to around 80. Lows tonight in
the low to mkt 50s. • - - • -
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy with chance for




Classifieds  . 6-B, 7-B
Comics   6-B
Crossword 6-B
Dear Abby 11-A
Deaths & Kunerals  14-A
noroscope 
I .et 's Stay Well 3-A
Local Scene 2-A, 3-A
Opinion Page .
Sports 8-A, 9-A
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of St. Leo's Catholic Church
will meet at Seton Center, 312
North 12th Street, at seven
p.m.
Thursday, September 28
Magazine Club will meet at
the Holiday Inn at two p.m.
with Mrs. Ronald Churchill as
hostess.
La Leche League will meet
at the home of Jennifer
Heegel, Ill North Seventh
Street, Murray, at 7:30 p.m.
For more information on the
league for breast feeding
mothers persons may call 759-
4878.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m. and
monthly clean up at 10:30 a.m.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
730 p.m. at the club house
with Jo Curris as speaker on
-Woman Talk."
Baptist WMU Rally Day will
be held at First Baptist
Church. Mayfield, at 10:15
a.m. and seven p.m.
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will, meet in
the rectory at 1:30 p.m.
Scene Sketching with
materials and instructions
provided will be held at
Empire Farm, Land Between




persons interested in rock
hounding, lapidary work, and
jewelry making will be held at
7:30 p.m. at the Community
Room, Peoples Bank, North
12th and Chestnut Streets,
Murray. For information call
Lois Ruiz 436-2453.
Friday, September 29
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
have a potluck supper at the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church Fellowship Hall at six
p.m. with entertainment by
the Senior Citizens Band from
Murray.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be held and call 753-4)929
by nine a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Exhibit of weaving and
textile works of art will be on
display in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Saturday, September 31
The Knights of Columbus
will sponsor a burgoo supper
from three to eight p.m. on the
church grounds of St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Burgoo will
be served by bowl or gallon
and the public is invited.
Bake sale will be held by the
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints in front of
Roses starting at nine a.m.
Fall Wildflower Search will
start at two p.m. at Center
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Murray Chapter No. 23 of
Fraternal Order of Police will
have a family cookout for all
active and associate members
and their families at the City-
County Park at one p.m. Call
Murray Police Station, 753-
1621, if information needed.
Rummage sale by Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club will be held at
the garage of Janice McClard,
503 Blair Street, Murray,
starting at eight a.m.
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have its noon luncheon at the




Horse Show will open at one
p.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. Charn-
pionship stake classes will be
at six p.m. with admission





festival will be from six to nine
p.m. at Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University.
Admission is $1.00 for Adults




be held at Cherry Corner
Baptist Church with activities
planned throughout the day.
Calloway County Athletic
Boosters Club will meet at two
p.m. at the Calloway County
High School cafeteria. All




descendants and friends of
Andrew Allan Scarbrough will
be held at the Ellis Com-
munity Center, Murray, at
twelve noon. A basket lunch
will be served.
Nearly 50.000 square feet of
space have been added to
Chicago's Museum of Science
and Industry to accommodate
a dozen new exhibits in what is
considered the city's leading
tourist attraction.
NEW DOCTORS' WIVES — The Auxiliary to the Calloway County Medical Society
honored wives of new doc1ors in the city and county with a luncheon at Dakota Feed
and Grain. Pictured, left to right, are Mrs. Phillip Klapper, Mrs. Samuel McCaskill, Mrs.
Walter Jones, Mrs. Tom Green, Mrs. Russell I. Howard, and Mrs. Vasil Yosifov. Not pic-
tured are Mrs. Gordon Vire and Mrs. Richard Crouch. Officers of the ausiliary are Mrs.
Don Hughes, president; Mrs. Prue Kelly, president-elect; Mrs. David Barrett, vice-
president; Mrs. William Wilson, secretary-treasurer. Objects of the organization are to
extend the aims of the medical professions to tell organization which look to the ad-
vancement of health and health education; to cultivate freely relation? and promote
mutual understanding among physician families and the community; and to participate




( AP) — It suddenly became
clear why Keith Porrit took
such interest in a scaffolding
course while serving his time
in prison,
With the help of scaffolding
poles,. Porrit and a fellow
prisoner escaped over a 16-
foot wire fence. Freedom
didn't last long. They were
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Thurman's School of Dance
1918 Coldwater Road
111•11room instryctiew ten* privehdy Mem* Sim Thur. end Sot
To Be Married
Miss Gina Gail Thomas
and William T. Boyden
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Gina
Gail Thomas to William T. Boy•den, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Boyden, 1209 Doran Road, Murray, has been an-
nounced by her mother, Mrs. Mary B. Thomas, 502 North
Fifth Street, Murray, and her father, Alfred G. Thomas, 1508
Henry Street, Murray.
Miss Thomas is attending Murray High School. Mr, Boyden
is a 1976 graduate of Murray' High School.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Oct. 27, at seven
p.m.-at the North Side Baptist Church. A reception will follow
in the basement of the church.
No invitations will be sent and all relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
HOTFOOT
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP —
Mrs. Leonard Canning was
driving home from a shopping
center when she smelled
something burning.
She saw a man washing
windows, pulled up, jumped
out and shouted, "Sir, my car
is burning! Can you help me?"
The man took one look. "It
isn't your car, lady," he
shouted back. "It's you."
Sure enough, the wooden
frame that supported a shoe
cast she wore for a fracture in
her foot, was smouldering
Apparently, someone's hot
cigarette ash had Laded or.
the cast while Mrs Canning
was at the shopping ...enter.
The man doused the fire
with window-washing liquid.
Susan Belcher
is now working for
' Patty Ann's
Beauty Salon
they are now of their'new
location at
206 So. 6th St.
753-3191
Susan will be working Thursday.




Is Having A Sale




Wednesday and Thursday Nights





If you like Prime Rib, youll love Wed-
nesdays. From 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. you can
have prime rib cooked to your liking,
your choice of baked potato or steak
fries, our salad bar and drink for only
$5.95, saving you 40% of the regular
price. And if you think this. sounds
good, wait until you taste it. Wed-
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There's nothing like a good steak at a
good price. On Thursdays you can
choose any steak on our menu, baked
potato or steak fries, salad bar and
drink for only $5.95. A great savings on
a great meal. "Claim your steak" from 5
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Tucker-McClure Vows Are
Read At New Mt. Carmel
Miss Shari Gayle Tucker,
daughter of Mrs. Jean Tucker
of Murray and the late Gerald
H. Tucker, and Gary Lynn
McClure, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd McClure of Murray,
were married on Saturday,
Sept. 2, at five p.m. at the New
Mount Carmel Baptist
Church. The Rev. George
White, pastor of the church,
performed the ceremony.
The sanctuary of the church
was decorated with two spiral
brass candelabra and one
arch candelabrum, each
containing fifteen burning
white tapers, entwined with
ivy. The family pews were
marked with white satin bows,
baby's breath, and greenery.
Preceding the ceremony
piano selections were
presented by Miss Jill Holt.
Miss Michelle Holt sang "You
Light Up My Life" and
"You're The One! Love."
The bride, escorted by her
grandfather, Frank Parker,
entered as the "Bridal
March" was played. The
Wedding March" was used for
the recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride was radiant in her
formal length gown of white
organza and chantilly lace.
The bodice was styled with a
pinafore effect application of
lace and was embroidered
with seed pearls. The long
fitted sleeves of lace were
detailed at the wrists with
seed pearls and tiny self
covered buttons and a narrow
flounce of organza. A flared
skirt featured a wide flounce
of the sheer organza at the
hemline and was bordered on
the skirt and full chapel length
train with a band of identical
lace.
To complete her ensemble
the bride chose a fingertip
length veil. The illusion,
splashed with lace motifs, was
attached to a bandeau of lace
and seed pearls identical to
that of the gown.
She carried a bouquet of
yellow silk roses, white silk
carnations, and baby's breath,
accented with lily of the
valley. Her only jewelry was a
diamond ring and a diamond
necklace given to her by the
groom.
Attending the bride as
matron of honor was Mrs.
Nada Thomason of Murray.
She wore a formal gown of
yellow and white and a
matching shawl covered her
shoulders. She carried a
bouquet of white daisies and
baby's breath accented with
green fern.
Kent Bucy served as best
man. The ushers were Randy
and Tony McClure, brothers of
the groom.
The mother of the bride was
attired in a street length dress
of pale forest green polyester.
She wore matching ac-
cessories and her corsage was
a white cymbidium orchid
with green net.
Mrs. McClure, mother of the
groom, chose to wear a street
length dress of pale blue
polyester with matching
accessories. She wore a white
cymbidium orchid surrounded
with blue net.
The bride's maternal step
grandmother, Mrs. Frank
Parker, wore a street length
dress of beige and navy
polyester. Mrs. Earlene
Tucker of Warrensburg, Mo.,
paternal grandmother of the
bride, wore a street length
dress of purple polyester.
Each wore a corsage of white
carnations.
Keeping the guest register
was Miss Jackie Parker, aunt
The Shon)case
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lynn McClure
of the bride. She was seated at
a table covered with a white
lace cloth centered with a
white bud vase with white
daisies, white carnations,
baby's breath, and green fern.
Miss Parker wore a corsage of
tiny yellow rosebuds and
baby's breath.
Reception
Following the wedding a
reception was held at the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank, Murray, with the
bride's mother as hostess.
The beautifully appointed
serving table was covered
with a white lace cloth over a
yellow cloth. Centering the
table was a silver bowl with an
arrangement of yellow silk
roses and baby's breath and
six white candles in silver
holders.
The three-tiered white
wedding cake was decorated
with yellow ribbon and white
roses. Four white bells were
placed on the second layer and
a white heart accented with
white satin covered bells, lily















of the valley, and net was
placed on the top layer.
A crystal punch truly'
completed the table setting.
Yellow and green butter
cream mints and assorted
puts were also served from
silver and crystal dishes.
Serving the guests were
Miss Jackie Parker, Mrs Judy
Byers, Mrs. Brenda Stub-
blefield, and Mrs. Jo Beth
Robertson.
Rice in white net, tied with
white and mint green satin
ribbons, was distributed
among the guests from white
baskets with yellow daisies by
Miss Jackie Parker and Miss
Kim Starks.
After a wedding trip to
Mammoth Cave National
Park, the couple is residing at
their home on Murray Route
Five.
Out of town guests included
Mrs. Barbara Tucker and
Jerry Tucker, Laguna Niguel,
Calif.; Mrs. Earlene Tucker,
Warrensburg, Mo.; Mrs. Max
McClure, Cadiz; Mr. and Mrs.
Kent Bucy, Bowling Green;
Mrs. William Holt, Amy, Jill,
and Michelle, Kuttawa; Mr.
and Mrs Chuck Boyer, Dexter,.
Mo.; T. W. Franklin, Clay.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
McClure, parents of the
groom, were hosts for the
rehearsal dinner held
Saturday, Aug. 26, at the
Seven Seas Restaurant,
Murray.
• The table was set for 18
guests including the wedding
party. The couple presented
their attendants with gifts.
DOWDY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Dowdy.
914 Bagwell Extended,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Wendy Marie,
weighing nine potinds eight
ounces, measuring 2114 in-
ches, born on Friday, Sept. 8,
at 1:15 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed with
his father at Uncle Jeff's.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Dowdy, Sr., of
Murray and Mrs. Barbara
Ramsey of Murray Route
Eight and the late Ewin
Ramsey.
Great grandparents are
Mrs. Charles Zeiss of
Paducah, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Ram.sey of Dexter
Route One, and Mr. and Mrs.








Let's Stay Well Dr. F.J.L. BLASINGAME
Aspirin To Prevent Stroke
Recurrences In Men
Q: Mr. M. D. writes to
ask if it is accurate that
ordinary aspirin has a ben-
eficial effect in preventing
strokes.
He adds, "I cannot see
bow such a simple treat-
ment can bring about such
results. Will you please
clarify' this for me?"
A. While aspirin is a
relatively simple chemi-
cal, its actions are compli-
cated. For years it was a
mystery how aspirin re-
lieves pain. It has an anti-
inflammation action, ap-
parently by reducing the
effects of certain natural
substances prostaglan-
din) which have only been
recently discovered.
Another effect of aspirin
is to reduce the amount of
stickiness of small blood
cells known as platelets.
They play a role in starting
blood clots. This action on
platelets is the basis for
helping to lessen clots re-
lated to strokes. This effect
appears to occur more con-
sistently in men than in
women for reasons which
are obsure.
The beneficial effect of
aspirin against stroke can
be obtained by taking a
couple of tablets twiee a
day and is thought to be
more beneficial in persons
who have had minor
strokes ( transient is-
chemic attack or TIM.
Aspirin should not be
taken on a regular basis




Q: Mrs. P. W., in her late
30s, writes that she has
succeeded in losing about
20 pounds in six months by
dieting and exercising.
She continues to be nearly
10 pounds ,overweight.
She is disappointed that
her body continues to be
flabby over the front of her
abdomen, hips, and thighs.
She wants to know why this
flabbiness has persisted
and what else she can do
about it.
A: Congraduations on
the progress you have
made in weight reduction.
I urge you to continue. The
remainder of your excess
weight will tend to disap-
pear more slowly than the
pounds you have lost earli-
er.
When you had all that fat
on your body, you
stretched the skin and sub-
cutaneous tissue. Exercise
will not reduce the skin,





Baby Boy Payne (Patricia),
Ritr. 1, Puryear, Tenn., Baby
Girl Hall Worthy), Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville, Baby Boy Glass
(Vickie), Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn., Baby Boy Shelby
(Robbie), Rt. 1, Box 409,
Springville, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Melinda Stuber, Rt. 6,
Clinton Rd., Paducah, Mrs.
Lana A. Ward, Lake Barkley
State Park, Cadiz, Mrs.
Clarice E. Richerson, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Cynthia
M. Grogan, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Mitzi A. English, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Betty Lou Irby
and Baby Boy, P.O. Bx. 97
Henry, Tenn., Robert S.
Hopkins, 1107 Larkspur,
Murray, H. Leon Pritchett,
Rt. 1 Dexter, Mrs. Lillian D.
Modglin, 733 Riley Ct.,
Murray, Miss Patty M.
Gallimore, Rt. 1, Puryear,"
Tenn., Herbert H. Boyd, 503
North 7th, Murray, Mrs. Jo
Ann Anderson, Rt. 6, Box
241A, Murray, William M.
Crutcher, 204 State St. Hazel,
Mrs. Annie Wyatt, 504 North
5th, Murray, Harold S. Elkins,
Rt. 5, Box 111, Murray, Jim S.
Ramsey, 514 Broad St.,
Murray, Henry S. Thompson,
304 East Main, Perry, Fla.,
Mrs. Grace Elizabeth Wynn,
Rt. 4, Cadiz, Mrs. Eura E.
Brown, 301 Kirkwood,
Murray. ,
but it may gradually ad-
just and show less flabbi-
ness. Local messaging and
creams applied to the skin
are useless in causing it to
tighten. Wearing properly.
designed clothes may be
helpful.
Don't be too disappoint-
ed. You have already ac-
complished much, and I










We will repair any make vacuum cleaner
without charge for labor from replacing belts
—.and bags to complete service. This offer is
good Thursday, Sept. 28th only, so push, pull
or kick your old vacuum cleaner to our store
for free service.
ALSO SPECIAL PRICES ON
NEW VACUUM CLEANERS
PAUL WINSLOW'S
Good Old Fashion l alto,




Sept. 28, 29, 30
Thurs., Fri., Sat. — 9 til 5 p





Begin now to register for these free gifts
• Fire Islander Woman — Outfit
• Added Dimensions — Outfit
• Azure Sweaters — Sweater
• Exquisite Form "Big Gals" —
Bras & Girdles
DO NOT HAVE
• Crest Uniform — White Uniform
• Whittenton "Alive Tops" — Top
• Landau Lab Coat — Coat
• Nurse Mates Shoes
Pair Shoes
TO BE PRESENT TO WIN
Come in, join the fun, see all that is
new for fall and winter in special sizes
Sportswear sizes —
36 to 54 and 30 to 40








The Senate Envirorunent and Public
Works Committee has scheduled
another day of hearings Thursday on
the nomination of Richard M. Freeman
to the board of the Tennessee Valley
Authority
According to reports from
Washington, Freeman, a Democrat, is
expected to be confirmed to the post. If
confirmed he will join S. David
Freeman no relation) who is presently
the sole member of the three-member
board.
For four months, the TVA board —
which consists solely of Freeman — has
been unable to conduct many -items of
important business because, by law, it
can not approve new contracts with
qnly one member voting.
. It is imperative that President Carter
come forth with his nomination for the
third slot on the board immediately.
Thus far he has not indicated who his
choice would be. or when the
nomination will be announced.
As Sen. Howard Baker R-Tenn.
*said in hearings on Capitol Hill
Tuesday, the spiraling cost of elec-
tricity is one of the biggest concerns of
the citizens in the five-state area served
by TVA.
The decisions that must bC-- reached
by the TVA board in dealing with this
and other problems deserve con-
sideration by a full, three-member,
board.
For this reason we urge Mr. Carter to
take immediate action on his third
nomination to the board.
At the same time, we urge the con-
tinued consideration of fellow Ken-
tuckian Al Smith, a Russellville
newspaper publisher, as the choice for
that third slot. Smith is in tune with the
Looking Back
thinking of the majority of those served
by TVA and his thinking parallels what
we feel should be the direction taken by
the power agency in the future.
TVA must undertake some
imaginative ideas in helping the
communities it serves to grow in the
future. But while doing so, the agency
should strive not to destroy the things
that make living in the "valley" so
pleasant.
With those considerations in mind, we
can think of no other individual who is
more suited to serving on the TVA
board than Al Smith.
Mr. Carter should procrastinate no
longer. TVA must keep up with the
changing times. To do so, the agency






Alternatives To Child Abuse
••• .i•,) •
10 Years Ago
Dr C. C. Lowry has been appointed
as a member of the Murray Board of
Education to take the place of A. B.
Crass who resigned.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Flora
Henson, age e2.
PFC David Graham, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ryan Graham, has been assigned
to duty with the 21st Division of the
Army in Germany.
Ronald Lee Fox, son of Mr. and Mrs.
- 20 Years Ago
A concession stand for use by the
Murray Band at Holland Stadium,
Murray High School, has been com-
pleted with Al Kipp, Howard Olila, and
Bill Mahan furnishing most of the labor
for the construction.
Hecht Lackey, mayor of Henderson,
spoke on his visit to Russia at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
house. He was introduced by Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
A special section of fall fashions is
published today by The Ledger & Times
with a special feature story on local
30 Years Ago
The Rev. J. 0. Kelley who served as
pastor of the South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church 26 years ago was the
speaker at the church last Sunday.
Deaths reported include I. W. (Ike I
Ferguson, age 81
The Farm Bureau queen contest for
Calloway County has six approved
entries to date for the contest on Sept.
29, according to Mrs. Hansford Doran,
chairman of the Farm Bureau
Lee Warren Fox, is now serving with
the United States Navy at Portsmouth,
Va.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges will be the
speaker at the luncheon meeting to be
held by the First District Librarians
Association on Oct. 11 at the First
Presbyterian Church.
The New Concord School Parent-
Teacher'Club will have a turkey shoot
on the farm of Garvin Phillips on Oct. 5
and 6.
stores, written by Walter McCord,
being included.
*Births reported include a girl, Sheila
Jo, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thomas Foster
on Sept. 21, and a girl. Rita, to Mr. and
Mrs. Brooks Gibson on Sept. 23.
New officers of the First Baptist
Church WMU include Mesdames 0. C.
Wells. Ronald Churchill, Jack Ken-
nedy, B. C. Harris, E. C. Parker,
Humphrey Key, Velma Wisehart,
Edgar Shirley, G. B. Jones, Fred
Gingles, George Upchurch, and E. C.
Jones.
Associated Women.
Cecil M. Bolton, former assistant.
professor of piano in the Department of
Music, Murray State College, has
assumed the duties of head of the piano
department at Southwestern Baptist
Seminary's School of Sacred Music,
Fort Worth, Texas.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is frustrations. When this happens con-
"Son of Frankenstein" starring Bolls tinually an abusive condition may be
Karloff and Basil Rathbone. 
—deVelopIng.
This is the fourth excerpt on child
thuse by Dr. Mark Singer, assistant
professor, Division of Social Work,
Department of Professional Studies at
Murray State University).
By Dr. Mark Singer
Child abuse remains a national social.
problem, and is a condition which also
exists here in Western Kentucky. It
knows no social class or socioeconomic
boundaries and is prevalent not only in
poverty families but in families of a
more well-to-do status. The fact
remains that each one of us who is a
parent has the capacity to take ad-
vantage of or abuse a child. Fur-
thermore, many parents who abuse
their children may do so without
realizing this, and may believe that
they are only disciplining the child for
his or her misbehavior. Discipline,
however, should not mean that one has
to always react to a child by losing
one's own self-control. It's important to
remember that punishment may be a
spanking gone too far, and that the line
between abuse and punishment may be
in the parent's own head. Discipline in
and of itself is important for the child
and parent alike, but it is also essential
to keep in mind the manner in which
discipline is handled.
The question becomes, nonetheless,
what does a parent do if they find that
they are losing self-control and abusing
their child. In this case there are a
number of different options to consider.
A few such possibilities include the
following:
— Don't spank, or discipline a child
while you're angry. Angry feelings only
provoke a lack of self-control which
may lead to an abusive situatiern---
Separate yourself from the child (by .
going to different parts of the house)
until you calm down then consider how
you want to handle what he or she has
done.
— Don't make unrealistic demands
on your children which they cannot
possibly achieve. Children are not little
adults and should not be treated as
such, therefore, it behooves you to be
aware of age specific skills which your
child is capable of fulfilling.
— Be watchful that you are not
scape-goating one child allowing him-
her to receive the brunt of your
— Try to find time for yourself by
having a relative, babysitter, friend or
some other person relieve you from 24-
hour, 7-day-a-week child care
responsibilities. You are a person too,
needing private, alone, creative times
to fill your own emotional "bucket" In
other words avoid becoming socially
isolated.
— Realize that you are human also
and should not be expected to be the
perfect parent — no one is! The more
frustrated one becomes about this the
easier it is for us to throw out of por-
portion a child's behavior, and see it
only in a negative light.
— Realize that if you have been
harshly treated as a child that Vats,
potential to abuse a child may be
greater. In this instance think about
seeking help from those who will un-
derstand your situation and. in turn
provide you with the support you need.
— Finally, if you are at a loss and
feel as though you have lost control and
have been abusing your child or may
abuse him — call the Parents
Anonymous number here in Murray,
Ky. — 759-1792. Just being able to talk to
someone who can give you immediate
emotional support may give you the
time to draw your own internal
resources together, and may prevent
an abusive situation from occuring.
These are general suggestions and
are not the only options one might
consider. If parents are experiencing
difficulties with child-parent
relationships they may want to attend a
Parents Anonymous meeting. These
meetings are held at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church each Monday
evening. By doing so they will have the
opportunity to share in confidence their
ideas, frustrations, and overall per-
ceptions about how the emolional tone
in their own family situation might be
improved. Interested people are ad-




By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Spec id Correspondent
LONDON (AP) — The great wave of
European immigration is over, but still
the gateways to Americl are thronged
with the poor, the despised, the
rejected, the accursed and the cheated.
The tourists are coming home.
Perhaps the time has come to update
Emma Lazarus' touching poem in=
scribed near the Statue of liberty and
multiply it in miniature it all the in-
ternational airports receiving- the
homeward-bound wave of victimized
humanity.
Something on the order of:
• • "Give me my tired, my broke,
My ripped-off tourists burdened with
duty free,
The dollar-depressed refuse of your
charter flights.
Send these, the fleeced, tempers lost,
humiliated, home to me,
I lift my dimmer, energy-saving
lamp beside the golden door."
"Pigeon droppings," John Osborne,
,a.
What Is A Newspaper?
Editor and Publisher magazine recently in-
terviewed more than 4() young Chicago grade school
- children to see what a newspaper and its terminology
meant to them. The questions were elementary, but
the responses were something„else. Some examples:
What is a newspaper'?
"I think it is something which gives us action."
"It's something that tells you all the bad thjgs that
happen."
"A newspaper is black and white paper ith words
on it."
What is a newspaper editor?
"The middle of the newspaper."
"A newspaper editor is a paper that only has bad
news, I think."
"It's a person who works the machine and the
makes tOe newspaper."
"An editor is where you buy the newspaper."
What is a reporter?
"A mailman.';'
"A man who tells about accidents
"A paperboy."
"A policeman."
"Somebody who looks around and
what is going on."




it and take it to
What is a newspaper publisher?
"The person who draws the pictures."
"A guy."
"It's the guy who delivers the papers."
"I think a qcwspaper publisher is a big machine."
"A publish& is the guy .who stamps down the
words."
"A newspaper publisher is the part your mother
likes to read."
"It's the guy who reads the stories and then puts
'em in."
"A publisher is a newspaper with a TV Guide."
"I think it's someone who gives us action."
What is a headline?
"Stuff in your brain, I think."
"A bad traffic jam."
"An airplane."
"It's where you start to read."
"Something that lights up."
What is the front page of a
"A bunch of words."
"Crashes."
"The things that you read to
on TV."
"The football game."
"It's the page with the best
newspaper?
try to find out what's
news."
Britain's angry young man, *ailed
them. And the more he saw them lining
up at the Royal Gout Theater to boost
the profits of his play "In admissible
Evidence," the angrier he got, which is
the approved manner of treating
American tourists abroad, short of
actually horn-swoggling them.
The ever innovative Japanese have
dreamed up a new way of gouging the
tourists even before they get into town.
They built the new Narita airport 45
miles outside Tokyo so tlaAbsequiously
smiling cabdriver can extract $60 plus
tip— moresif his meter is conveniently
not **king -- before the visitor even
sees the outstretc4d palm of the hotel
doorman.
At docksides, rail ierminals and
airports all over Europe homeward-
bound Americans all had said parting
tales to tell. The usual things: $2.75
for a Coke in Lucerne, 82 cents on the
dollar for Travele Checks in Oslo,
flights overbooke reserved seats lost
in the computer, &andbag snatched/by a
motorbike thief in Florence, cabbie
demanding 20 pounds (sso) for a trip to
London's Heathrow,-hidden $7 a night
air conditioning charge at a Riviera
fleabag, shoes stolen outside a hotel
door in Belgrade, inedible food at
plunderous prices, luggage lost in
Moscow, pockets picked in Zurich,
Lyon, Lake Como, Cardiff and Lisbon,
penalty fee for declining dollar in Kabul
( where local currency is worthless even
locally) and an ingenious third
collection^ "especially for our tourist
friends" at the little baroque (what
else?) parish church outside Ravenna.
And another tale not so usual, in fact
downright diabolical in their larceny:
While we were waiting nine hours for
a flight at Rome's Leonardo da Vinci
airport, due Si;late arrival of the
aircraft" (act the plane had been
sold to another firm), a lady from
Cleveland told of a packaged holiday to
the sundrenched Spanish isle of Ibiza
that turned out to be more sundrenched
than she anticipated. The hotel hadn't
been built yet. Well, the walls were up,
but there was no furniture in the un-
painted room and the toilets hadn't
been installed yet. "We are a poor,
simple people," the bowing manager
begged her understanding.
Bible Thotight
Turn us again, 0 God, and cause thy
fare to shins; and we shall be saved.
Psalm 88:3.
Only when God turns us around can
we behold His smile and enjoy His
se)vation.
hEARTIINV4
Heartllne is a service far sestet
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. 11
you have a question or a problem not
answstred in these columns, write
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West :•
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must ',-
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have an aunt who is
81 years old. She is senile and does not
really know anything or anybody. My
aunt needed someone to handle her
financial affairs so I became the
representative payee for her Social
Security benefits. What exactly will my
duties as a representative payee be? —
C.H.
Your job will be to use your aunt's
Social Security benefits in her best
interest. To do this, you must keep
yourself informed of what she needs.
This is particularly important if your
aunt does not live in the same household
as you do. You must also report (for
her) certain events which can affect the
payment of her Social Security benefits
and,. upon request, you must be able to
account for what you did with the Social
Security benefits paid to you on behalf -
of your aunt.
HEARTLINE: My wife and! are both
retired on Social Security and we also
receive our company's pension
program. We are both over 65 so we are
also on Medicare. Our financial
situation is in very good shape, as we de •
not have to go into our savings account
to meet our living expenses. The one
thing that worries my wife and I is the
possibility of a long sickness depleting
our savingshe only insurance we now
have is MMcare. Do you think we
should buy some more health insurance
to go with Medicare? — G.H.
Heartline cannot advise you to buy
extra insurance to supplement the
Medicare program. However, we can
give you some facts and information
that can assist you in making the
decision.
Since each person's financial picture
is different, their insurance needs also
vary. There are many types of in-
surance policies on the market that
have a great variety of coverage.
However, Heartline does feel that
Medicare is inadequate for most people
over age 65 and we feel that some type
of extra insurance is desirable. Helen
Alpert, associate editor of "Retirement
Living," says that this type of in-
surance "is not only desirable but
essential for most retirees nowadays.
An accident or sudden illness can
quickly wipe out a person's savings."
Another reason for having this in-
surance is that health-care costs are
headed for anocher doubling within the
next six years, and as medical costs
increase, Medicare coverage has been
gradually decreasing.
Heartline has put together facts and
other pertinent information - to ass
you in your purchase of health fr-
surance. For your free copy of
Information, write to: Heartline-H fth
Inearance, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please enclose
a long, self-addressed, stamped en-
velope.
HEARTLINE: I will be 65 years old
in October. I plan on retiring then and
starting my Social Security and
company's pension. I res in the service
during World War H and I received an
honorable discharge. Will I be eligible
for a Veterans Administration pension?
— J.S.
To be eligible for a Veterans
Administration pension, a veteran must
have 90 or more days service (or
separated from service earlier because
of a service-connected disability) and
be discharged under other than
dishonorable conditions. The veteran
must also have either a permanent and
total disability from reasons not
traceable to service, nor due to wilful
misconduct or vicious habits, or be 65
years old.
There is also an income limitation to
be eligible for a Veterans
Administration pension. The income
cutoff figure, above which no pensions
are paid, is $3,770 for a single veteran
and $5,070 for veterans with depen-
dents. Basic pension payments range
from $222 monthly in the lowest income
brackets for a veteran with three
dependents or $197 monthly for a
single veteran) down to $5 for a veteran
whose income is equal to the cutoff
flgutes given above.
Upon attainment of age 78, an eligible
veteran is entitled to, an additional 25
percent increase for all current law
pension rates.
You make application for this at any
local Veterans Administration office.
A
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WE'VE GOT THE NEWS!
AND MUCH MUCH MORE...
Six Days A Week We Give You News, Sports, Local Scene,
Opinion Page, Advertisements, Want Ads, Comics and more.
In addition to this,various aspects of community living are
featured on different days throughout the week.





Tuesday's Ledger and Times is
highlighted by the Buildingforecas iScene. The Building Scene is annformative section that gives
how-to hints, construction
costs, the latest inovations and
even floor plans. The Building
Scene is also highlighted with
local retail advertising
messages that can save you
money on your construction
projects. Catch the Building
Scene every Tuesday in the
Murray Ledger & Times.
I
Farm Forecast and Review,
telling our farmers the latest in
agriculture news every Mon-
day. Farm Forecast and Review
places emphasis on the local
agriculture scene, featuring
people, places and things in
Calloway County as well as in-
sight on state and national




Wednesday is the housewives
edition of the Murray Ledger &
Times. Along with all of the
local news, sports and regular
features, there are bargains
galore from all the local
groceries in Murray. Be a smart
consumer and don't miss the
bargains waiting for you in
Wednesday's Ledger & Times.
Thursday
Thursday is also for bargain-
hunters. In addition to the
4 everyday emphasis on local
news, the good and the bad,
the happy and sad, many local
folks announce upcoming
garage and yard sales in the
classified section of Thursday's
edition. After keeping up with
what's going on around you,
turn to the classified section
where the home-hunter will
also find what's available on







Friday features the Ledger &
Times TN. page, Church page,
and Realtors Corner. Using
Friday's Ledger & Times you
can keep up with your favorite
television shows, check for
weekly church information,
and maybe even find your
dream home. All this and more










Saturday's Ledger & Times is
set off by Murray News Briefs
and Fins and Feathers. Murray
News Briefs deals with
Murray's business community,
keeping up with promotions,
awards, and newcomers to
Murrays' business scene.
Fins and Feathers is the out-
door fan's page keeping in
stride with this area's outdoor
happenings, from new con-
servation legislation to how
many fish old Joe caught last
Friday is all there for the local
outdoor fans. Saturdays in
The Murray Ledger & Times.
We Give You News. We Give You
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Spirits Are MO-An-Paducah For
Opening Of Heublein's Plant
OADUCAH, Ky. I AP) —
igarits were high,
economically , as state of-
5eials joined HeubleurInc.in
dedicating a new $26 million
plant here — the first in
western Kentucky in more
than half a century
In dedicating this plant
today, we reopen the history of
Paducah to a page that has
been dormant since before
prolubition," Stuart Watson,






NOW SEPT. 28 thru OCT. 1
We will be in this store now through Sunday to
show our new collection of fabulous simulated!
diamond rings.
Mony woetotty people weer Mese Hew end keel) Nte4r reel'
otlernonels lock owl up. Tlue s4nvelete4 dons hove sec% bel-
Ua,.c5 one lewdness that way • keweier cos Nr11 WIR•r!
soca Como irt end compere. Two well be lifti0.1114.
Here ere •;. flaw of the teeny styles wool prices ovetlebie.
Lashes' 2 ct 4 pies . $16.99
Ladle' Dow .. $19.99
Ladies'u  $19.99
ladies' Waking Set . $24-99
Ladies' IMMO Or. .
Ilen's To Tone Closter .119.99
Men's HOTIMI1011 . . $19.99
Men's Tiger rye  $19.49
Men's Solitaire  $14.99
Men's 3 ct Solitaire
All RINGS SOLD DURING OUR PROMOTION CARR





of directors, said during
Tuesday ceremonies
• 'When the first bottle of
vodka) came off of the filling
lines here, Paducah was back
in the spirits business and we
are happy to be playing this
vital role," Watson said.
Gov Julian Carroll, who
was taken on a tour of the
facility prior to the ceremony,
thanked Heublein officials for
the "vote of confidence" given
to Paducah and Kentucky by
deciding to build the plant
here.
*•Heublem is one of the
finest corporate citizens in
America as well as one of the
country's largest cor-
porations," Carroll said. "A
new plant like this means
progress and jobs, and in this
facility I see genuine concern
for the people who will woof,
inside it, the people who wiL
live ifround it and the beautiful
countryside that surrounds
it."
The governor said the
Heubiein's decision to build a
plant in Kentucky has helped
boost the state's economy,
adding that Kentucky has the
fourth highest rate of per
capita income growth in the
United States and the sixth
lowest unemployment rate.
About 125 persons, including
local government officials and
corporate representatives,
attended the ceremony.
The plant began operating
Aug. 1 and employs 125 per-
sons. The company says 350
may be employed when the
plant reaches full production
WKMS To Broadcast
Music Day Concert
WKMS-FM, the public radio
voice of Murray State
University, will broadcast the
Jive stereo. International
Music Day concert from
Canada on Sunday, Oct. 1.
_Ranging from classical to
contemporary works, the
program to begin at 1:30 p.m.
will originate from the
National Arts Centre in
Ottawa. WK.MS at 91.3 on the
FM dial is one of the stations
on the National Public Radio
NPR) network which wil)
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Soobscriters tube be.. oet
received their boalo-delleored
ow, et Tbe Murray ledger
routes by 5:30 p.n. 1101111,-
Meal w by 3:311 p.n. se Saw-
days ere greed to all 753-1016
between 5:39 p.m NW 6 p.a.,
Maiday-triisrp, or 3:31 p.is.
led 4 p.m Saturdays, to we
eolwery of the orrofspopor. Calk
me be pieced by 6 p.a.
louseklaps or 4 pas. Setwdays
Ps 4...14 delivery.
CLfT ALONG DOTTED LINE
carry the broadcast.
Six European countries will
also broadcast the concert.
Contralto Maureen
Forrester will join the
National Arts Centre
Orchestra conducted by Mario
Bernardi on the program that
will include Haydn's -Sym-
phony No. 83 in G Minor (La
Poule)," Mahler's "Songs of a
Wayfarer," Stravinsky's
-Jeux de Cartes," and "Adieu
Robert Schumann- by
Canadian R. Murray Schafer.
International Music Day
was first celebrated in Ottawa
on Oct. 1, 1975, with a special
concert by violinist Yehudi
Menuhin. It was established
"to recognize a part of
everyday life that is so basic
that it is often taken for
granted."
Since its inception, the day
has been marked in many
parts of the world by special
concerts. In Madras, India.
the day has been celebrated
with 24 hours of music-making
in the streets, and hundreds of
amateur choirs have lifted
their voices in song in
Hungary.
coupon below, you
n up with Spic and Span .4
less.
and Span gets floors
enough for a baby. In fact,
and Span cuts thrpugh
easy built-up kitchen dirt better
n the leading liquid cle,aners.
If you're using Spic and Span,
you know how well it cleans. If
you're not using Spic and Span,
here's your chance to find out.
Take the coupon below and
save 15* on any size Spic and Span.
It's.tirne for the Spic and Span
cleanup.
TAKE THIS COuPON TO YOUR STORE
SAVE 150 15,
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Good Only AI Slifey's
COUPON 09584100
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Limit I Per Family
Cocoa Puff
Cereal
Expiebs IQ 3 78
6101 ON, At %refs
COUPON




Expires 10 3 78





30 et  
$139
Expires 10 3 78
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2Different Gamesto Play! 4' Different
ai Ways To Win!
Abe Mb
Obtain game ticket and collector




or Teiyonany you von the
amouni rrdcated 2 COLLECT& WIN•
Compare These Low Shelf Prices
Each ticket has two peitorakscl Bingo
number pieces Detach & Play m
matching bingo numtser spaces on
collector card Collect numbers to
complete any straight row ol 4 boxes
and win amount shown for game
SAVE 90°
With The Purchase



















































el Only At %fejt
COUPON
Limit I Per ramify
-,Glad Wrap
- 200ft
Expires 10 3 78
Good Only Al Storey's
COUPON 5999.9
Limit I Per Family_
Maxwell House
Coffee
•• $189II, con •
Expires 10 3 78
Good Only Al Storey's
COUPON
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Racers Seeking First OVC Win
PAGE 9-A II
Former Eagle Gottfried





lory days and fierce
1O alties of the past will come
k in memories for Coach
e Gottfried and two of his
aslastants when they take
their Murray State footbal
team to Morehead Saturday.
Gottfried and assistant Bill
Baldridge played at Morehead
and later helped coach Eagle
teams. Assistant Dan Walker
spent five seasons as offensive
backfield coach on the
Morehead staff and also
worked with the wrestling
ream.
I'Going back to your alma
meter as an antagonist, so to
speak, is a strange ex-
perience," Gottfried said. "I
owe Morehead an awful lot
and I value my friends there.
I'M looking forward to
Connors
NEW YORK (AP) —
Spurned again by -Jimmy
Cnsmors, U.S. tennis officials
unexpectedly chose veterans
Sten Smith and Arthur Ashe
for the team that will meet
Sweden Oct. 6-8 in the Davis
Cup semifinals.
The Swedes were optimistic.
"I think this looks a bit
easier than we thought,.'
Swedish captain Martin
Carlstein said Tuesday in
returning."
Gottfried spend four seasons
r 1962-65) as a quarterback on
the Eagle roster and he
remembers most vividly his
initial experience in calling
signals in a game situation.
"It was homecoming of my
freshman year and we were
way out in front of Austin
Peay," said Gottfried. "I got
in the game late and com-
pleted seven of my first eight
passing attempts. It was a
trememdous thrill."
Gottfried was the Eagle
quarterback for the dedication
game of Jayne Stadium in 1964
and guided his team to a 35-0
romp over Tennessee Tech.
He led the Ohio Valley Con-
ference in passing statistics in
1965, completing 114 of 251 for
1,585 yards and 13 touch-
downs.
A 33-year-old native of
Shuns Trabert, Cup
Stockholm. "I am surprised at
the American team selection.
I did not believe that Arthur
Ashe and Stan Smith would be
picked."
But American captain Tony
Trabert chose the 35-year-old
Ashe and the 31-year-old
Smith, along with Vitas
Gerulaitis and Dick Stockton,




served as defensive secondary
coach at Morehead during the
1971 season when the Eagles
had a 7-3 record and placed
second in the OVC.
Baldridge coaches the
defensive line at Murray State
and he learned much of his
coaching expertise as a
defensive end and teammate
with Gottfried at Morehead
from 1963 through the 1968
season.
Baldridge spent the 1974
season as an assistant on the
Morehead staff and maintains
connections with his alma
mater.
"I was born in Morehead
and my wife's parents now
live there," said Baldridge.
-This will be sort of a
homecoming for me."
Walker served on the
Morehead staff from 1968
through 19'72 and worked
alongside present Morehead
coach Wayne Chapman for
two years.
"I've never really been in a
situation like this and I really
have mixed feelings about
going back," said Walker.
"We're in a battle now and you
have to put those feelings
aside because the battle
comes first."
Murray state enters the
game with a 1-2 record
following last Saturday's 24-14
loss at Tennessee Tech.
Murray Middle quarterback Tim Brown eludes two Benton defenders in Tuesday's junior high
game at Ty Holland Stadium Benton romped 20-0.
Morehead, now 0-1-1 for tht
season, also lost its initia.
conference outing last
weekend as Middle Tennesse)
edged the Eagles 9-6.
"Each week we're showing
signs of improvement," said
Gottfried. "Our big problem is
consistency and maintaining
our effort through four
quarters. Some of our players
don't know intensity as it
should be throughout a
game."
Tailback Danny Lee
Johnson, who entered the
Tennessee Tech game ranked
sixth in Division I-7A and first
in the OVC in rushing, ran for
142 yards and is now
averaging 126 yards rushing a
game. Senior quarterback
Mike Dickens also had his best
game of the season as he
connected on 15 of 33 passes
for 118 yards and two touch-
downs.
Both Johnson and Dickens
suffered elbow injuires
against Tech and their status
for the Morehead game is
listed as doubtful.
Freshman quarterback
Ricky Ray, who hit on three of
four passing attempts for 36
yards Saturday, and
sophomore Lindsey Hudspeth
or freshman Nick Nance, will
be backfield replacements.
Senior tight end David
Thomas, the Racers leading
receiver last season,
displayed his pass catching
ability as he grabbed seven for
58 yards and two touchdowns.
Freshman receiver Greg King
caught six for 48 yards.
Gottfried praised the play of
defensive ends David Reagan
and Bill Shannon, defensive
tackle Bruce Martin and Glen
Jones and Jerry Powell in the
secondary.
Reagan was credited with
four tackles, three assists, one
fumble recovery and two
tackles for losses. Martin was
in on 12 stops while Shannon
had five tackles, five assists
and three tackles for losses.
Powell, making his first
start in the secondary after
spending the first two weeks of
the season as reserve quar-
terback, responded with an
interception in the end zone
and a 45-yard return.
In addition to Dickens and
Johnnson, defensive tackle
Chuck Marquess suffered a
hamstring pull and is
"doubtful" for the Morehead
game.












Danny Lee Johnson 61
Tyrus Brown  15
Zach Issacs  18
I.ind_sey Hudspeth  17
Mike Dickens  21
Doug Shelton  3
Ricky Ray  3
George Turnley  2
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Passing C-A-I Pct. Yds. TD Lg.
24-58-1 .414 217 2 17








No. Yds. Avg. T D
9 00 8.9 2
7 62 8.9 0
11.0 0
13.0 0
2 26 13.0 0






Wes Furgerson... .... 21 793
Kickoff Returns
No. Yds.
Billy Lewis  6 126
Lindsey Hudspeth 2
George Turn ley  1 19
Nick Nance 1 17
Punt Returns
No, Yds. Avg. TD Lg.
3 33 11.0 0 24
4 5 1.3 0 5
Interceptions
No. Yds. Avg. TD
1 45 45.0 0










Danny Lee Johnson  2
Lindsey Hudspeth  2
David Thomas  2
Tyrus Brown  1
Mike Dickens  1
Jim Dwmaway  0
Denny Elbert  0
Fumble Recoveries










Bill Shannon 16-10 (26), Tony Boone 14-5 (19), Bud Foster
17-7 (24), Steve Maxwell 9-4 (13), KenWoods 10-10 (20), Jeff
Charles 9-2 111), Billy Igtsts_114 (17), Ektitly Craig 16-6 (72),
Bruce Martin 15-8 121), Roger Rushing 4-4(8), Greg Evans 2-
0 (2), Don White 6-5(11), Jeff Parks 2-2 (4), Chuck Marquess
5-2 (7), Tim Wheeler 1-0 (1), Brad Johnson 1-0 (1), Keith
Swearingen 1-0 (1), Roy Hackley 2-3 (5), Rich Lanpher 0-1
(1), Jeff Gardner 6-4 (10), David Reagan 5-4 (9), Bill Rackley
1-4) (1), Glen Jones 14-9 (23),, Cecil Wolberton 1-1 (2), Tim
Miller 1-4/ (1 I, Wes Furgersonf 1). Jerry Powell 0-2(2).
North Calloway's Rob Anderson exults after dropping a South Marshall for a loss in the waning seconds of
game. South Marshall scored with less than a minute left to eke out an 11-0 victory.
Tuesday's junior high




Reg. $ /64.95. Beautiful 19"
diag. black and white picture




Prices good through Saturday
at all Otasco Stores
and Participating Dealers
Bel-Air Center - 753-8391
Mon.-Thurs. 9-6





On Philco Color-RiteTM Console
Save $41.95 on this compact con-
sole with 21" diag color picture.
Automatic picture control, room
light sensor. Mediterranean style








Reg. $129.95. Lightweight 15"
diag. black and white portable.
100% solid state chassis. -Day-
light Bright- picture tube. 855O5'7
Indoor/Outdoor Portable, AC/








Stereo radio, 8-Track Tape




Reg. $429.95. 19" diag Color
portable with 100% solid state
chassis. Black matrix In-line
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Two of the Calloway junior high football teams battled it out Tuesday, and East topped South-
west 32-0. At left, an East player stops a Southwest ball carrier, while above, East's Mike
Holloway (center) fights Freddy Stone and Alan Ahart (33) for a pass.
Joe Tops Phil In Battle Of Brothers
By the Associated Press
Joe Niekro had a bit-
tersweet victory over his
brother, while those Penn-
sylvania blood brothers,
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh,
moved a little closer together
in the National League East.
Joe Niekro of Houston beat
Phil Niekro of Atlanta 2-0,
Joe's third victory in five
fraternal decisions, keeping
Phil from winning his 20th
game. Both knuckleballers
said they had a trouble getting
a grip on the .situation
Tuesday night.
"I don't like to (face him) if
I don't have to," said Joe
Niekro, whose 13th victory in
27 decisions kept the Astros
from falling below the Braves
into the NL West cellar. "We
both do our best to win. I don't
think it's as tough on him and
me as on the folks back home.
"I want to see him win 20,
but I want to win as many as I
can,. too. Phil feels the same
way."
Meanwhile, it appears the
four-game. season-ending
weekend set in Pittsburgh
between the Pirates and
Phillies will decide the NI.
East flag. The Phillies beat
Montreal 5-3 to reduce their
magic number to three, then
lost to Rudy May's four-hitter,
3-0.
Pittsburgh, meanwhile,
beat Chicago 5-2 and is 314
games behind Philadelphia.
Rookie Pirate pitcher Don
Robinson pitched a six-hitter
for his 14th victory in 20
decisions.
Elsewhere in the NL, Cin-
cinnati downed Los Angeles 6-•
4, the New York Mets beat St.
Louis 3-1 and Gaylord Perry
notched his 21st victory as San
Diego beat San Francisco 4-1.
Astros 2, Braves 0
Ken Forsch relieved Joe
Niekro in the ninth to save
Houston's victory. But Phil
will pitch in the Braves'
season-endir.g series against
Cincinnati in his bid for his
third 20-victory season.
Phils 5-0, Expos 3-3
Jim Kaat, 39 years old and
supposedly washed up, pit-
ched six solid innings for
Philadlphia in the ficbt game.
Greg Luzinski carried the
offense, knocking in three
runs with a two-run homer and
a single.
"It's satisfying to come
back and help," said Kaat, 8-5.
National League
In the nightcap, May bested
East Tops Southwest In Junior
High Football; North Stunned
Two romps and a heart-
breaking loss highlighed area
junior high football action
Tuesday afternoon.
East Calloway whipped
Southwest 32-0, North was
edged 8-0 by South Marshall
and Benton topped Murray
Middle 20-0. The details:
South Marshall 8,
North Calloway 0
"It's a tough way to lose,"
said North Coach Steve
Payne, "especially since we
beat them offensively and
defensively all afternoon."
With only 40 seconds
SPECIAL
Captain D's,
• 2 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries










remaining, a South Mar-
shall defender jumped on a
North fumble inside the 10-
yard line, scooped it up and
ran it in for the game's only
TD. The two-point conversion
was successful.
North had gained possession
of the ball after holding the
Rebels at the Laker 11.
Two plays, said Payne,
probably cost North two
touchdowns.
The Lakers need six inches
for a first down at the South
Marshall two-yard line in the
second quarter, but failed to
convert on fourth down.
In the third period, Steve
Young scored an apparent
touchdown on a 20-yard run
around end, but it was called
back because of a clipping
penalty.
Payne credited fine play
from his defense, which in-
eluded Greg Garland, Marty
Hayes, Tim Stalls, Mark






Jeff Garrision ran for three
touchdowns and passed for
another in leading East to its
third victory without a defeat.
East jumped on top quickly.
Garrison rambled 78 yards
around right end on the second
play from scrimmage after
receiving the opening kickoff.
East upped the margin to 12-
0 in their next possession when
Garrison tossed to Mike
Holloway for a 20-yard scoring
strike.
East scored again on its
third possession after holding
Southwest and forcing a punt.
Garrison rambled 38 yards for
six points before John Fan-is
hit Mike Holloway for the two-
point conversion to up the lead
to 20-0.
The advantage went to 28-0




scored East's last TI) on a
three-yard plunge midway
through the fourth period.
That score was set up by
Michael Garrison's run to the
Southwest three.
East Coach Bill Miller
praised the play of Jeff
Garrison, who finished with
.over 150 yards, and Dale
Torsak. "He's ( Torsak ) an
excellent blocker," said
Miller.
Beaton 29, Murray 0
"We • inst played awful,"
said Murray assistant Coach
Richard Farrell. "There's not
much to say. We looked like
we had practiced for about 30
before the game."
Farrell did credit fine play
from defensive end Al Wells
and quarterback Tim Brown.
- Flanagan
Comes Close
By the Associated Press
The crowd of 3,662 rose to its
feet at Memorial Stadium in
Baltimore as left-hander Mike
Flanagan faced Cleveland's
Gary Alexander for what it
hoped would be the final out of
the first no-hitter by an
Orioles' pitcher since 1969.
Then, almost in unison, they
sat down when Alexander
launched his 26th home run of
the season into the right field
bleachers.
"The pitch," Flanagan
explained after the 3-1 victory
Tuesday night, "was not
really where I wanted it."
But it was just where
Alexander wanted it.
"He'd been getting me out
with curve balls all night,"
said Alexander, who con-
nected on a 2-1 pitch, "so I was
looking for the curve ball."
American League
Meanwhile, the American
League's top East Division
teams remained one game
apart with five games to play
while the Kansas City Royals
clinched their third con-
secutive Al. West title. The
Yankees beat the Toronto
Blue Jays .4-1,„ behind_ Ed
Figueroa, while ost on ace
Dennis Eckersley carried the
Red Sox to a 6-0 victory over
Detroit.
The Royals beat the Seattle
Mariners 4-1, while the
Oakland A's blasted the
Chicago White Sox 10-3.
Tug McGraw, normally a
reliever, ending the Phils'
sixgame winning streak.
McGraw gave up six hits in
seven innings in his first
appearance since Sept. 15.




terback Bill Hughes, who
completed five of seven passes
for 147 yards and a pair of
touchdowns during a 49-6 rout
of East Tennessee, is the Ohio
Valley Conference's offensive
leader.
With a 205-yard per game
average, Hughes jumped
ahead of last week's leader,
Tennessee Tech's Milton
Jenkins, who is averaging 150
yards per contest. Danny Lee
Johnson of Murray State is
third with 126.3 yards a game.
With 485.5 yards a contest,
Eastern Kentucky leads the
OVC in team offense. The
Colonels are averaging 322 on
the ground and 163.5 in the air
while scoring a league-leading
29.5. points a game. Tech is
second with a 374-yard
average.
Yielding only 193 yards a
contest, Morehead State heads




Hall is the OVC's top passer
with 28 completions in 51 at-
tempts, while Jenkins is
second — 27 of 57.
Averaging 126.3 yards a
game, Johnson is the con-
ference's leading ground
gainer and Tech's Cecil Fore
is No. 2 with a 91.3.
Tech's Craig Rolle has
pulled in 15 passes in three
games for 272 yards to pace
the league's receivers, while
Austin Peay's Steve Puthoff ig"
second with nine receptions in




Saunders heads the punters
with a 43.4-yard average and
Eastern Kentucky's Joel
Scrafton is second with a 41.8
average.
David Flores of Eastern
Kentucky is tops in kick
scoring with an average of 5.5
points a game.
In defense, Stan Wright of
Middle Tennessee is tops with
33 tackles, teammate John
Diefenbach is second with 21
Golf Tourney
This Weekend
A golf tournament for all
residents of Calloway
County will be held this
weekend at the Oaks
Country Club.
The entry fee is $5, with
the signup deadline Friday
at 10 p.m.
Entries, preferred
starting times and playing
partners should be
reported to the Oaks' Pro
Shop at 753-6454 or to Bill
Seale at 753-7410.
Tee times will be
available between 9 a.m.
and 1 p.m. Saturday.
Sunday play will begin at 10
a.m., and the golfers
leading each flight will be
paired together and will tee




The Racer Club will hold
a dinner meeting at the
Holiday Inn Thursday at 7
p.m.
introduce the offensive and
defensive players of the
week for the Racers during
the meeting.
All members and
Murray State football prospective members are
Coach Mike Gottfried will invited to attend.
Laker Boosters
Set Oct. Meeting
The Calloway County Booster Club President
Athletic Boosters Club will David Kingins will preside,
hold its October meeting at and all interested persons











Vnen you purchase this







Dependable ionization detector senses smoke before you can see it sets off





heating Cooling d etc




1200 Pump Shotgun. Choice
of 12 or 20 Ga Three inter-
changeable Chokes
Mod Ir110 CYI ) Walnut
checkered stock 64 781
1409 Automatic.
ChoiCe of 12 or 20 Ga






4-pc. Fireplace Tool Set. Black finish
metal stand, poker shovel and brush
with simulated brass finish handles.
,58-8M




Electric Blanket. For warmth
and comfort this winter Double
bed single control Factory re-
runs ,̀2 '0C4
Electric Blanket, Double-bed dual control 16.84
YOUR 1799
CHOICE It
110-lb. (50-kilo) Barbell/Dumbell Set. In:
cludes 8 interlocking.metric discs, barbell,
dumbell bars and sleeves 63 361 6,
7WiiiInt Lifting Willett trorictl-teet -frame.




PRICES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY AT ALL
OTASCO STORES and PARTICIPATING DEALERS
Bel-Air Center, 753-8391
ritizr cla




wtm. reessE FOOD VALUES •
LOW OVERHEAD. -• Martha White
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She's Stuck With
Live-In Freeloader
DEAR ABBY: Who should pay for what in a live-in type
relationship?
The female is divorced, has two children and is on welfare.
The male is well-to-do, with a good steady job. Should the
rent and food expenses be divided?
In this case the guy pays no rent and is living in her home.
THE FEMALE
DEAR FEMALE: In any kind of relationship, the assets,
liabilities and responsibilities should be shared 5040. And if
you're the female living on welfare, you and the taxpayers)
ire supporting the guy who's living with you.
You might consider living with this free-loading, well-to-
to creep just long enough to confirm a common law status
lunder recent court decision), and then sock it to him! •
DEAR ABBY: You answer to tha tl-year-old who felt
that girls expected him to make a pass on the first date fell
short. The kid said, "On the first date, rfeel no irresistible
urge toamake out with her or even kiss her," and you said,
"Most kills prefer the Slow approach.'
Why didn't you tell him that the only right time to kiss
someone (or to make love) is at the precise time when the
urge is irresistible? If it happens on the first date, you're in-
business.- If it hasn't happened by the 15th date -t don't kiss
her jUst because you think you ought to. Admit the fact that
the chemistry is wrong in the relationship, and then either
go on enjoying her company, on that basis, or end it ori_that
basis.
If everyone just followed t4e1r inclinations — ordidnit act
when the inclinations weren't there—there would be ,a tot
less stress, guilt and resentment between the sexes.
I am a 4,5-year-old divorcee, and believe me, most middle-
aged men don't seem to understand this any better than
.16-year-ol4s.
*DEAR MS. M: The rules for kissing, dating and making
love are vastly different for 45-year-old divorcees and
middle-aged men' than they are for 16-year-old boys on their
first dates!
I still say, the slow approach is preferable for kids. They
may feel like making out tor making love) on the first date,
but they lack the experience and maturity to handle it.
DEAR ABBY: This evening while working in.mY yard, I
noticed- the .very pretty little neighbor.,:girt— about 6,
wandering up and down the street in nothing but. her'
panties. , • • •
A few months ago I saw this same little girl and her older
brother struggling to get a heavy band instrument from the
bus stop (three blocks away) to their home, so I stopped and
offered to-drive them to their home. They accepted gladly. I .
'assumed they knew rite. Once in the car it beeame apparent
that I was .a strirnger to them! , •
; Abby, please- remind parents that jt is their duty to




DEAR MOTHER: Thanks for a timely reminder..
Getting. married? Whether you want a formal church
Wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $I and a Jong, stamped (28 cents) sell-addressed
envelope 'to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
.90212.
NORFOLK,' Va. — Maj.
John T. Bryant III, son a Mrs.
Pauline G. Bryant, 1612
Magnolia Drive, Murray,
recently arrived in Norfolk,
Va., where he will be a student
at the Armed Forces Staff
College.
' The student body includes ,
.officers of all U. S. armed
' services, civilian represen-
tatives from U. S. goverment
agencies and officers from
five allied nations.
The Staff College, operated
under the direct supervision of
the Joint Chiefs of* Staff,
prepares mid-career 'officers
for assignment to joint and
combined commands, attache
and advisory duty to foreign
nations and defense
management positions.





arts and the social, economic
and political aspects of
national strategy.
Bryant entered the Army in
September 1965 and received
his commission through the
ROTC program.
The major •received a
master's degree:. 1975 fromi)Morehead Stele .Versity.
His wife, Mary, "is with him
in Norfolk. '





Specializing In Contact Lenses
°ma NOUNS i Tool Wed . Them • 1 Sof C1OSIM moNnA r
:u°Air Filter
When its time for a new filter, its time
• for SIP® - the name that millions trust
for good car care. STP® air filters help
keep engine air clean. Easy to install.
cARBURET%
PCV VALVE 11 CHOlti
SPRAY
CLEANER





















The polfcy of Rose $ is to have every
advertised item n stock If tor some un-
avoidable rearson be advertised mer-
chandise Is not fri Stock Rose's vie
WWII • rein check on made eklit can
be used to purchase the merchandise
at be sale price when tie merchandise
aveletas or corncrib* mer-
chandise we be offered al • com-
parably reduced price it. the honest
Mershon of Rose to beck up our
polocy of -SellafactKin Guaranteed
Abrays
ROSES STORES. INC








To help protect your engine, try
SIP® double oil filter. Its two filter








Help keep engine oil clean by keep-
ing an STP® oil filter in your car.
STP® - good products for people







Wash away gum and varnish
with STP® carburetor spray





Next oil change, follow-
up with STP Oil Treat-
ment. For car care pro-
ducts that do the job, get








SIP® gas treatment will
help keep your carburetor
and intake valves clean.
Small cars take the 8-oz.
can, medium and la ger






  STP® motor oil is good for 15,000
miles or one year under normal driving
conditions - for a car in good mechani-
cal condition. Next oil change, try all
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CEC Leadership Program
Attended By Murrayans
Lou-Ann Kinard, an un-
dergraduate special education
student from Danville, at
Murray State University, Dr.
Ralph M. Hausman, associate
professor in the MSU Special
Education Department, and
four other Kentucky special
educators were invited to
attend the Eastern U. S. and
Canada Regional Leadership
Training Program conducted
by the International Council
for Exceptional Children on
Sept. 22 and 23.
Held at the International
CEC headquarters in Reston,
Va., this training program
was designed to enhance the
professional functioning of the
various state CEC officers as
well as bring the officers from
other states an/ provinces
together to discuss mutual
concerns.




Kentucky in her role as




Dr. Hausman, as the state
Faculty Advisor for the
Kentucky SCEC Association
also represented the eight
SCEC advisors in Kentucky,
as well as served as Student
CEC advocate.
Both said they thoroughly
enjoyed meeting their
respective counterparts from
the other states and Canadian
provinces.. The information
obtained during the intensive
two day workshop will be
shared with others throughout
the state during the special
education conventions held in






llborn infant daughter of
r. and Mrs. Nelson Ford,
.1546 Oxford Drive, Murray,
was born Tuesday at 6:52 a.m.
at the---Ildurray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The little girl is survived by
her parents, Nelson'Ford and
Dorothy Farrell Ford, and one
sister, Jennifer Ford, all of
Murray.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at three p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
a cemetery at Birmingham,
Ala.
BAKE SALE
The Church of Jesus Christ
of the Latter Day Saints will
have a bake sale in front of
Roses Department Store in the
Central Shopping Center on
North 12th Street on Saturday.












The sponsor of this
Leadership Training
Program, the International
CEC, is an organization of
over 65,000 U.S. and Canadian
professionals interested in
various types of handicapped
and gifted children and adults.
The local MSU SCEC
chapter, with approximately
80 members, is an extremely
active group of dedicated
youth, said Dr. Hausman.
Their activities include
monthly meetings hosting
guest speakers, social ac-
tivities, fund raising activities
and the provision of direct
services to our community's
handicapped youth.
ATTEND MEET — Lou-Ann Kinard, right, undergraduate
student at Murray State University, and Dr. Ralph M.
Hausman, associate professor in the MSU special
education department, attended the Eastern United
States and Canada Regional leadership Training program
held at Reston, Va.
Knesset Expected To Endorse
Peace Accords Despite Split
JERUSALEM (AP) —
Prime Minister Menachem
Begin's party is badly split
over his agreement to
abandon the Jewish set-
tlements in the Sinai Desert if
Egypt makes peace with
Israel, but the Knesset is




parties supporting the ac-
cords, analysts predicted 75-90
of the 120 members of the
Knesset, the Israeli
Parliament, would vote in
favor of them.
Begin met Tuesday with the
powerful Foreign Affairs and
Security Committee and with
Knesset members of his own
Likud Party. He told them the
Camp David negotiations
nearly collapsed over the
settlement issue until he
decided that -peace is
preferable to the set-
tlements," but he failed to win
over militant opponents of the
accords. ,
One Likud Member, Yosef
Rom. complained that the
decision to dismantle the
settlements was made "as a
result of an ultimatum. Peace
reached by surrender to this
kind of dictate cannot hold
The Laam faction of the
Likud, which holds eight of the





activist Dick Gregory will
deliver a lecture at Murray
State University Monday
evening, Oct. 2.
His appearance, to begin at
8 p.m. in the Student Center
auditorium, is part of the
Insight Lecture series
sponsored by the Student
Government Association on
the campus. It is open to the
public at no charge.
Gregory, who has become
known for his efforts in the
area of human rights, is also
an author, a recording artist,
and an actor.
RUMMAGE SALE
The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will have a rummage sale at
the garage of Janice McClard,
503 Blair Street, Murray, on
'Saturday, Sept. 30, starting at
eight a.m., according to









two places in the cabinet,
planned to vote against the
accords or abstain. Education
Minister Zvulun Hammer, a
member of the National
Religious Party, reportedly
was considering voting for the
accords and then resigning to
avoid the accusation that he
backed Begin only to retain
his cabinet post.
Political analysts said the
depth of the adverse reaction
within Begin's power base
could spell trouble for him in
the future, but he still has a
sizable majority and does not
have to face elections until
1981.
Diplomatic sources said
U.S. officials were seeking
support for the Camp David
agreements among
Palestinians in the occupied
West Bank of the Jordan
River, but the initial reaction
was negative.
The accords envision the
end of Israel's 11-year
military occupation and self-
government for the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip. But most
Palestinians demand an in-
dependent state, and Israel
rejects that.




leaders who publicly condemn
the accords, would cooperate
and come forward to be
candidates for the ad-
ministrative council that is
planned.
The sources said many
Palestinians privately believe
the Camp David accords
provide the onTy realistic
chance of ending the Israeli
military government.
In the Arab world, President
Hafez Assad of Syria met with
King Hussein of Jordan and
then went on to Saudi Arabia
seeking support of his cam-
paign against Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat and
the Camp David agreements. '
League Of Women Voters Sets
Program Plans For Meetings
The Murray-Calloway
League of Women Voters
presented its program plans
for the year at a membership
meeting on Sept. 25. In an-
ticipation of the Nov. 7 elec-
tion of school board members,
the Oct. 23 program will deal
with education issues.
The Nov. 27 presentation
will concern environmental
quality, including a progress
report on the league's study of
TVA.
Programs slated for early
1979 will include women's
issues and a report on the
league's study of local
government.
The Sept. 25 meeting
featured "What's in US for
YOU," a 'slide presentation
which provided an opportunity
for prospective members to
learn of league organization
and activities on the local,
state and national levels. Vice
president Anita Lawson
emphasized that the league
offers opportunities for league
members to make con-
tributions of time and talent
according to his or her
resources.
Local league members are
currently involved in voter
service projects designed to
Murray FOP Event
Planned Saturday
Murray Chapter No. 23 of
the Fraternal Order of the
Police will have a family
cookout on Saturday, Sept. 30,
at one p.m. at the City-County
Park. •
The cookout is for all avtive
and associate members and
their families. If further in-
formation is needed, persons




Corned Beef On Rye
Served with Saurkraut, slice of
dill, slice of swiss cheese, and our
soup of the day.
$205
FOR TAKE OUT CALL 753-1,1 WE OPEN AT 1 1 A M DAILY
•
US 2-4 MN Ihs
Sows
115 1-2 TAMS Its,
US 1-3 MIN Itsi
US 14 48680111bs
US 14 *MO fbs
few 8411.018






League membership is open
to men and women of voting
age who are interested in
promoting citizen in-
volvement. in the process of
government. For more in-




The National Public Radio
(NPR) network recently
broadcast a humorous news
feature produced by a former
Murray State University
student at WKMS-FM, the
campus radio station.
Entitled "Cruisin' Main
Street," the feature was
produced by Gil Hopson, a
recently-graduated radio-
television student at Murray
State. It concerned the ritual
of students gathering along
Main Street in Murray on
weekend evenings.
The feature was heard in
more than 200 cities across the
country.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local inter. st at
noon. EDT today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp. of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Avg   043






Bonanza . . . 74s b, Ma
Chrysler .. .. 12 we
Ford Motor  48-14.
GAF . . . .. .  14-44
General Care 181i b, 17%a
General Dynamic," . .11214-1%
General Motors .. 8714.1s
General '11re 211141 + Hi
Goodrich.
Hardee! .... . . 1414 Me
Heublein... .. EE41-4ii
IBM ..... .. 27114-2%
Pennwalt...
Quaker Oats ...2544-4%
Tappan. . . . ., 111,t me




Federal-Stats Markel News flersztetSept V.117*
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Maidipt
Report includes 7 Buying Stations







Auditor's Office Determines No
Authority For Additional Money
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — There
was no legal authority for the state's
payment of more than $20,000 in ad-
ditional money last year for 20 dump
trucks, an investigation by the state
auditor's office concludes.
And state Auditor George Atkins on
Tuesday called for refund of the money
by a Central City firm.
Former Finance and Administration
Secretary Russell McClure authorized
the payment of an additional $20,727 for
the trucks to Lester Motors of Central
City last September.
Howard Woodall, a vice president of
Lester Motors, had asked for the money
to cover a price increase by the Ford
Motor Co.
However, Atkins released documents
he said show that Lester Motors or-
dered the trucks prior to the price in-
crease and received an adjustment
from Ford more than a year before the
additional payment from the state.
-The price protection to Lester
Motors from Ford Motor Co. was never
lost," Atkins said at a news conference.
He called for Lester Motors to im-
mediately refund the money, along with
6 percent interest.
Finance and Administration
Secretary Roy Stevens said he had only
received a copy of the auditor's report
Tuesday and would turn it over to his
department's legal counsel for study.
Stevens said if the facts indicated an
overpayment had been made, he would
seek its recovery.
Lester Motors was awarded a state
contract for the 20 trucks on March 30,
1976 at a unit price of $24,895 per truck,
or a total of $497,900.
Woodall wrote McClure on July 6,
1976 saying Ford had increased the
price of the trucks by $1,036.38 per unit
effective March 31, thaLeby increasing
Lester's total cost by $727.
The trucks were received in August
and September of 1976 and Lester
Motors was paid the original bid price.
A year later the additional money was
authorized by McClure despite
reluctance on the part of the Tran-
sportation Department.
Transportation Secretary Calvin
Grayson finally signed an authorization
that the money was available in the
transportation budget, but he said any
decision to award it was up to the
Finance Department.
Atkins said his staff had met at length
with officials at the Ford Motor truck
Crash. • • (Continued From Page One)
was referring to. The pilot probably
was confused."
He said the pilot of the third plane had
not been located but that investigators
planned to study communications tapes
in an attempt to learn the craft's
registration number.
Hogue marveled at McFeron's "calm
statement that he was going down."
"I cannot begin to account for it," he
said. "Because when that airplane was
hit, it had to be a matter that was un-
derstood in the cockpit."
Hogue said earlier that McFeron had
told the tower his plane was about to
crash.
'He said it in the softest tones, 'We're
going down,' and I couldn't believe he
said it in such soft tones. There was no
sign of panic, no hint of terror."
Hogue said traffic controllers were
also extraordinarily calm.
"It sounded almost routine," he said,
"and the tower radioed back just as
calmly: 'We'll dispatch the equip-
ment.'"
Earlier Tuesday in Washington, a
House subcommittee heard testimony
on air safety in a hearing that was
scheduled weeks before the crash. Most
of the testimony centered on Monday's
disaster, however.
Driver said his board had recom-
mended several times that the Federal
Aviation Administration require
collision avoidance systems. Witnesses
for the Air Line Pilots Association said
the technology for such systems has
been available for years, but they are
not in use because of inaction by the
FAA.
The computerized systems would
automatically warn pilots when they
were on a collision course and some
designs also would tell the pilot the best
maneuver to avoid a crash.
Subcommittee Chairman John
Burton, D-Calif., said the collision
"perhaps could have been avoided" by
avoidance systems.
Langhorne Bond, the head of the FAA
who is scheduled to testify when the
hearings resume Thursday, told
reporters the FAA is working on such a
system. But he said the FAA wants a
system "that really does work."
plant in Louisville, who said the trucks
were ordered prior to the price in-
crease.
The trucks were ordered March 18 by
Allan Rhodes Ford of Paducah for
Lester Motors, which is not an
authorized dealer for selling heavy-
duty trucks. Atkins said there is no
evidence to indicate Allan Rhodes had
any knowledge of the contract terms or
related negotiations.
Under accounting procedures used by
Ford, Rhodes was charged the new,
higher prices and later reimbursed the
increase, which amounted to $17,823
instead of the $20,727 cited by Woodall.
Atkins released a copy of a check in
that amount from Rhodes to Lester
Motors dated Sept. 17, 1976.
Woodall also stated in his July 6 letter
to McClure that Ford was holding up
production of the trucks to see if Lester
Motors could get its additional money.
Atkins produced Ford documents
which show the orders for the trucks
were received in the assembly plant in
March and they were delivered to a
















WE ARE MA OPEN IN LA CENTER!
Drop by and let our employees
show you how proud they atT to be a new
member of this community.
Remember . • . we're branching
out to better serve yjni, our customers,
ILI Center Dranch—U.S. Hwy. 60 Ph. 462-35251. 8 oio
e0I1U Or,
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CHAMP DEMONSTRATES — Mike Mclemore of Hun-
tingdon, Tennessee, current World Champion Duck
Caller, demonstrates a call for the decerning ears of Ricky
Vaughn of Franklin. Kentucky who was just awarded the
Kentucky Duck Calling Championship at National Hutning
and Fishing Day festivities held recently in Land Between
The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre demonstration area in
western Kentuck and Tennessee. (WA Photo by Steve Tully)
FIRST PLACE — Ricky Vaughn, Franklin, was the first
Kentucky Duck Calling Champion, at festivities held
during National Hunting and Fishing Day in Land Between
The Lakes, in TVA's 170,000-acre demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee. More than 1500
people attended the 7th annual observance.
(TVA Photo)
Velvety flat finish. Durable satin 
finish,
washable, easy cleanup. soap & water cle
anup.
'CAESAR' — Red Tail Hawk "Caesar," and his master Tony Englert of Murray, Ken-
tucky enjoy the festivities during National Hunting and Fishing Day held recently in




assembled at the old Fenton
airstrip just off U.S. Highway
68 in Land Between The Lakes
(LB14 Sunday, September 24,
1978, to celebrate the seventh
annual observance of National
Hunting and Fishing Day.
The Kentucky Duck Calling
Contest, sponsored by the
Western Kentucky Retriever
Club, was the featured at-
traction of the program with
12 contestants competing for
the championship. Ricky
Vaughn of Franklin, Ken-
tucky, was declared the
Kentucky Duck Calling
Champion; and Eric Mitchell
of Cadiz, Kentucky, was
reserve champion.
Mike McLemore of Hun-
tingdon, Tenn., the current
world champion duck caller
was the host of the program.
Judges for the contest in-
chided Steve McCadams of
Buchanan, Tenn., Tommy
Akin of Greenfield, Tenn.;
Wilson Burton of Nashville,
Tenn.; Tommy Bradberry of
Dresden, Tenn.; and Ron





NET WT 8 OZ
PARTICIPATES — Joe Pat Futrell of Murray, Kentucky, participated in the Kentucky
Duck Calling Championship during the 7th National Hunting and Fishing Day festivities
held in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre demonstration area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee. The contest was sponsored by the western Kentucky
Retriever Club.
(TVA Photo by Steve Tully)
included a women's clinic to
demonstrate basic skills of
casting and archery con-
ducted by Mary Ann Snow of
Calvert City, Kentucky, and
Robert Lowe of the Murray
Bass Club; and exhibits by
Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency, Kentucky Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, LBL, and various
sportsmen's clubs.
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: FRANKFORT, Ky. --
Ordinarily, Friday the 13th is
h good day only for black cats
isnd walking under ladders.
But after 30 years of putting
up with everything from
hardluck gunmen and rifle-
toting bootleggers to
disgruntled drunks and lean
budgets, the Kentucky State
Police aren't about to let any
vague superstition stand in the
way of celebrating their 30th
anniversary.
On that date, next month,
more than 1,000 state
policemen, along with their
families, friends and an im-
pressive array of guests, will
fill Rupp Arena at the Civic
Center in Lexington for a
banquet, a full evening of
dancing and enough
reminiscing about their past
of fill a book.
Among the dignitaries who
already have accepted in-
vitations to join them are Gov.
Julian M. Carroll, the only
scheduled speaker of the
evening, and nearly all of the
former governors, state police
chiefs and public safety
commissioners under whom
the troopers have served since
that organization was founded
on July 1, 1948.
Ray Corns, commonwealth
attorney at Frankfort, will be
the master-of-ceremonies.
A state police spokesman
said that anyone wanting to
attend the banquet can pur-
chase a ticket at state police
headquarters in Frankfort or
any of the 16 state police posts.
Proceeds from those - ticket
sales will go to Trooper Island,
the state police summer camp
for boys.
According to State Police
Commissioner Kenneth E.
Brandenburgh, who probably
worked hardest to organize
the event, "it is a chance for
our troopers to wear their
pride, in themselves and their
organization, out where the
public can really see it."
"Over the past 30 years, the
state police have built a
reputation for honesty and
professionalism in policing
second to none in the nation,"
he said. "So, if they want to
spend one night out, patting
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themselves on the back, why
not?"
Brandenburgh said that the
state police Public Affairs
Office also is working on
several exhibits which will be
placed in the Civic Center
shopping area a week ahead of
the banquet, "both to better
acquaint the public with our
responsibilities and services
now, and to point out how
those responsibilities and
services have grown since
1948."
In 1948, the state police
started out with a force of 130
troopers, 12 detectives and
about 96 vehicles in various
stages of repair. Their first
annual budget was $900,000,
and a new trooper was paid
$130 a month.
Today, the authorized
strength of the Kentucky State
Police is 980 officers, their
present annual budget ex-
ceeds $38 million and a
trooper's starting salary has
risen to $12,576 annually.
But the increase is officer
personnel and funding has
been more than justified by
the tremendous growth in
demand for their services.
Between September and
October 1948, state police
wrote 819 traffic tickets and
made 598 criminal arrests.
This year, during the month of
August alone, they reported a
total of 16,152 traffic citations
- not including another 11,853





















YOU MAY HAVE ABOUT
YOUR PRESCRIPTION.
criminal arrests.
The total value of stolen
property recovered during
August was almost $1.7
million - "or nearly double
our entire operating budget
for 1948," Brandenburgh said.
-INV Kentucky had no
Laboratory to handle criminal
evidence. Today, the Ken-
tucky State Police Crime
14boratory at Frankfort,
supported by its five regional
facilities, has processed as
many as 1,200 cases in a single
month.
Thirty years ago, the
Identification Unit opened
shop with one employee and
17,000 finger-print cards
inherited from the old High-
'.1-1,1 • J/2/41!!'l
RIG. $2.25
way Patrol. Now, that same
unit employs five fingerprint
experts and maintains a wall-
to-wall file of more than
400,000 fingerprint cards.
"And each month's mail




refrigerators and other iron
and steel discards have in-
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Actor Lee Majors Delivers Football To Injured Rider
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
"I just did something
everybody else would like to
do," said actor Lee Majors




Va., woman has been un-
cosiscious in the University of
Kentucky Medical Center
siace Sept. 16 when she suf-
fered a head injury in the
WOrld Championship Three-
Day Equestrian Event.
Majors visited her Sunday
and left the football, which
had been used in Kentucky's
25-21 victory over Baylor the
day before.
"Ste tried to concentrate
very hard," Majors said.
''When I talked to her, she
looked at me and a tear came
out of her eye."
-Members of her fimily said
Miss Treviranlis has opened
her eyes in. CR-eht days and
occasionally - sheds tears.
However, she still is listed as
unconscious and in fair con-
dition.
She was injured when her
horse, Comic Relief, fell
Miring the stadium jumping
phase of the equestrian
Championships, A heavy
wooden rail apparently struck
her head.
The ball was presented to
Majors by Lexington hor-
seman Tom Gentry, who paid
17,700 for it at an annual
Charity auction for Cardinal
Hill Hospital after-the football
game.
Gentry said he was giving
the ball to Majors "because he
has had some sorrow in the
past few days."
He was referring to • the
death Friday of stuntman A.J.
Bakunas, who suffered
Massive internal . injuries
Thursday in a 323-foot fall for
the movie, "Steel," in which
Majors stars.
Bakunas' air bag, designed




TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) - It's a
strange new planet, with
rutting mountain peaks
surrounding gouged valleys -
a lifeless moon, perhaps, if it
were larger than .3
millimeters.
An Arizona State University
graduate student has charted
the surface of this unknown
world - a grain of sand.
William Wellendorf spent
120 hours piecing together
1,100 electron microscope
photographs into a 10-foot
mosiac, all part of his work
toward a master's degree in
eeology.
Dr. David Krinsley, head of
ASU's geology department,
says it's the first time for such
a detailed portrait of a grain of •
sand.
-Irregularities on grain
surfaces enable scientists to
chart the history of a grain of
sand more than 200 million
years in the past," he said.
"We can study very small
portions of sand grains and
determine, for instance,
whether an area has been
glaciated or exposed to desert
conditions."
He says he's been studying
sand for 15 years, and he's









for the elderly in the
.Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons remain
in their own homes as





1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to





3. Can not get the
services from any
other source.
If you - have
questions about
Project Independence
call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362.
of Kincaid Tower, ruptured on
impact.
"I know that A.J. would
have liked to have been able to
do something.. Let's just say I
did it for all of us."
Majors said he was unsure
whether Bakunas knew of
Miss Treviranus' accident,
but added, "I think anybody
that reads the papers knows of
it and I'm sure they would
want me to kind of pass the
ball," Majors said. "Maybe
that's something we can do
here. Let somebody else score
this time."
The inscription was simple:
"Caroline, be it God's will that
your bright eyes sparkle."
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE



























Power Guide White Wall
PowerGuide White Wall
All Weather 71 Blackwell















Oty. Size Description PRICE
Plus F.E 7
No Trawls N•iiiired
8 G711)(14 Cushion Belt Whitewall $39.00 . +$2.47
8 H78X14 Cushion Belt Whitewall $41.00 +$2.70
8 G78X15 Cushion Belt Whitewall $40.00 +12.55
8 H7tlX15 Cushion Belt Whitewall 142.00 +12.77
8 L78X15 Cushion Belt Whitewall $48.00 +13.05
City. . Size Description PRICE
Plus F.E.i
No Trade NiNcled
10 FH78X15 Belted Radial Whitewall 125.00 +$2.45
20 LR78X15 Steel Belted Radial Whitewall $65.00 +$3.34
12 GR78X15 Steel Betted Radial Whitewall 155.00 +$275
12 HR78X15 Steel Belted Radial Whitewall $71.50 +12.90






4 GR78X15 Radials "Used" $20.004 HR78X15 Radials "Used" $34.43
Oty. sue Description PRICE Pk:, F.E.T.No Traci* Nseded
4 J711)(15 Polyglas Blackwell $3200 +Vile
4 8711X14 Cruiser Blackwell . - 
.
$1900 -4.13.77
4 GR70X15 Custom Gard GT °utile Letters 169 00 +13.12 ,
4 CR70X13 Wide Tread Steel Radials $4500 +0.22 '4 90R78X15 General Motors Tread Radial $55 00 +$3.03
4
All tires not available at all stores. Call for your size.
NO-HASSLE AUTO SERVICE
Lube & Oil Change
$588 Include% up toquarts nippybrand 10, 10 oft
PROTECTS MOVING PARTS-
ENSURES QUIET OPERATION
• Complete oil change and chassis lubrication
• Ensures smooth performance reduces the
chances of wear
'Please phone fdr Ippointrbent
• Includes light trucks
Front-End Alignment





HELPS IMPROVE TIRE WEAR
AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
• inspect and rotate all 4 tires
• Set caster camber and toe-in to factory
SPeCifiCatiOn%
• Inspect Suspension and steering system
• Most U S cars -some imports






HELPS MAINTAIN STOPPING POWER
I •••••••• F roAl D,•<
,.1•• r,•• r,/•••• owls Au, p,••••
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Most U'IS ears - also most Darman. Toyota and VW
Engine Tune-Up
$39 - 53 48 8 $468 8„
Price includes parts and labor
$41 less for electronic ignition.
• Electronic engine. starting and Charging system
analysis
• install new points spark plugs condenser and roto,
• Set dwell and engrne timing to specifications
• Adjust carburetor for maximum fuel economy
• No extra charge for air conditioned cars
• Include Volkswagen, Toyota. !Dotson and light
Goodyear Service Stores will be closed all day, Tuesday, October 3rd, for inven-
tory, and will re-open Wednesday. October 4th. To prepare for this inventory, we
have reduced prices on most items in our stores, so you can save on hundreds of
bargains like the ones listed here. Come early because it's first come, first served!
Sale ends Saturday, Septembr 30th.
APPLIANCES • TV AND STEREO
SAVE ON TV
GE Color Monitor 19"
Diagonal TV
• 100% Solid State Chassis
• Modular Chassis Design
• GE s Irt-Line Picture Tube
System
• Black Matrix Picture Tube
• ACC Automatic Color
Control)
$36988 Model 1 7 3
SAVE ON REFRIGERATION
OTY. DESCRIPTION PRICE
2 Early American Console
1 25" Color Console w/custom Picture
1 25" Color Console w/Ctistom Picture
1 13" Color Portable w/AFC
• 1 12" Color Portable w/AFC
GE 17.6 Cu. Ft.
Refrigerator
with Free ice Maker
• No Frost •Eriergy Saver Swtch
•467 Cu Ft Zero Degree
Freezer
• Twin Dairy Compartments
• Tp•0 Adiustabie Shelves
Pius Two Full-Wrcith Door Shelves
$49988







17.6 Cu.Ft. White Ref. w/icernaker $499
17.6 Cu. F. Almond Refr. w/icemaker $499
17.6 Cu Ft. Harvest Gold Refr. w/icemarker $499
15.7 Cu. Ft. White Refr. Frost Free 8459
20.7 Cu. Ft. Almond Refr. w/ice in door $7eg
SAVE ON WASHERS & DRYERS
GE 2-Speed Washer With
Filter Flo' System
• Standard Capacity 2 in 1 Washe
With mini-Basket Tub
• 3 Wash Spin Speed Combinations
• Variable water Levels
• 2 Cycles- Regular and Polyester
Knit Permanent Press
• 3 Wash Rinse Teniperatures With
Energy Saving Cold water Rinse




2 White Heavy Duty Commercial Dryers $199
2 Avacodo Heavy Duty Washers $299
1 Harvest Gold Heavy Duty Washer $299
I White Dryer w/Auto Sensor $249
1 White Large Capacity Washer $309
SOUNDESIGN AM/FM/FM-Stereo
with 8-Track Player/Recorder
• Full-Size SSR Record
Changer with Ceramic
Cartridge Diamond Stylus
and Cue Pause Lever





2 Eight Track w/speakers
1 Turntable w/speakers $99.88
1 Eight Track, Turntable,
AM-FM Recorder
w/speakers component system $189.88
1 Console Eight Track, Turntable,
AM-FM Recorder w/speakers $289.88
$59.88
ATTENTION FARMERS!!!
We now have a vast selection of rear farm tires and combine
tires.
FOR EXAMPLE*






Just Say 'Charge It'
Goodyear Revolving
Charge Account
• Goodyear ReyOlving Charge • OUT Own CUSIOrner :radii Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmencard • Aniencan E spress Card • 
Carte Blanche • Diners Clubs
GOODAE411 ,
721 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. Goodyear Service Store
Store Hours: 7:3 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. Daily - Open Friday Until 8:00 p.m.
753-0595
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U S COT GRADED
CHOICE
OPEN 24 HOURS
EXaPT FROM MIDNIGHT SATURDAY
'Tll 8 A M. SUNDAY




5 LBS. CHOICE ROUND STEAKS
5 LIS. LEAN PORK STEAKS
S UK. CUSH GROUND REEF
5 LIS. FRYER OUARTIRS
SUS. KROGER WIENIERS






• Phone Ahead •









U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOKE BEEF
RUMP BONE-
ROAST IN
U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOKE BEEF
CUBE FAMILY
Prices effective thru Oct. 1st.
Quantity right reserved.
Copyright 1978. The Kroger Co.
DAY AFTER DAY
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
• Each of these advertised items is required to be
readily available tor sale in each Kroger store, except as
specifically noted in this ad. If we do run out of an ad-
vertised item, we will offer you your choice of a com-
parable item, when available, reflecting the same
savings, or a Rain Check, which will entitle you to pur-
chase the advertised item at the advertised pries,
%sitowvithin 30 days.








































VAN DI PAM? IA OZ. KAI1011011 t201
Fish Fillets  1:01 $1"
ASSORTED STYLES OF
Mario's Pizza
SING SIZE (SIZE 5)
Honeydews EA 994
WASHINGTON STATE RED





ROUND LB. BACKS LB. 11958 FRYER
U.S.D.A. GRADE A HOLLY FARMS FAMILY P























Fresh Ocean Fresh Form Raised Fresh Ocean Cod or
• FRESHLY CAUGHT THEN PACKED WITH
ICE IN SEALED CONTAINERS
• RUSHED DIRECTLY TO KROGER FROM
RELIABLE EAST COAST FISHERIES
• ACCURATELY LABELLED SPECIES
























' Jimmy Dean Sausage
FAM PAR COUNTRY STYLE




Red Leaf Lettuce 3 NIADS$ 00
FAPICY FRESH
Mushrooms  $1 29




II; Vpii ititititTeou .0 1;f[cou clime couroolis
".°,.... WORTH 30 OFF
ab toward the purchase ot





cm ..ir ih.• ,,,,,,,,
Et WORTH 201 OFF =
...09 of i4ollyirsum ==
er. WIENERS OR ==
L.= SLICED BOLOGNA
".165 ' ,oupor, limit one am MBME OM











WORTH 20' OFF ..
toward the purchase of 1
Kg of Kroger Oki Fashion
Ptoop Cheese dI Wit( onsin
SHARP CHEDDAR
CHUNK
I La $ 1 69
PKG-
LB.










with this coupon Limit oral 
▪ with this coupon limit one al with this coupon limit on, = 171 with thof coupon Limit On. tomelim =
(moos 0," am MO Et.)itirs Oct
with this coupon
F Wes Oct IV
11
P:11[COS/ (10"le (01100 31111111: wp15., (ur,..c.tansiglillgirc., c um' rourog1111.1 ggINIECOSTWCilithrtifrelonCOUP0111115
WORTH 8' OFF Silk' WORTH 30' OFF = ailk'= .6. toward the purchase of New mi. role pilr , '),,,r. e 0
. e I e..11 f u0 tit 40' %let _ . aim =al" - VITAMMS
MID
WORTH 40' OFF B.: r ONE-A-DAYtoward the purchase of
a 100: Box of MD
MO "II
1/1.1 o 4 Of Jot of Decalleuntad E...... .........UM iMBGENERAL MILLS
CHEERIOS = = INSTANT COFFEE =
.... KROGER .. FlcA0VFOFRIIED....,
NM
a: Wimp wild* thiS COupOn l orto one 1.
= =
.
Expires Oct I st hpois Off I st Ettptrtts Oct. tot lit 
111111111111111111111BALIIIIIIIiiiii111111a11111111111111111imagi1111111111111111111111e ra1111111111111111110 31mmiiimmille5511111111111111 
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LB. $ 1 9







NMI 9 el. CNMI tvb•
MIN
Ems with this coupon and '10.00 additional purchase excluding
mom items prohibited by low and in addition to the cost of coupon MIN
merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one. am
Expires Oct. 1st.
Aline





Blue Bonnet Margarine 
MOIR NNW WRAPPED PIO=
American Cheese  
. 101
PIO. 69'






ILS7141dwicall Bread 2 L2.4A$ 1 00
Egg Buns "1"ms-2 1




1 341: 794Jeno's Pizza
RUM PIAUI la CREAM














Nibirts Corn VI 49
INIDSM

























KROGER SIO10011) TACO OR







Cream Style Corn "No 49_oS4
Cool Whip 'No 59(
Allergy Relief PA•411eine Nee-Asairie
TABLETS 'TILE TABLETS
A.R.M. 'TYLENOL




.WORTH 20 OFF .3...
= toward the purchase of a lb can .4".
MAXWELL HOUSE Z. LT.... . ,.,.... COFFEE mi....., ...




toward the purchase of
a 1001 jar Instant
FOLGER'S
COFFEE



















ADAM MILLS 22 11101
ORLON 77c







MO WORTH SO' OFF =.a... owtoward the purchase of LII: eonimam
now MO a 10 oz iir of Instant MO el.
IMP IMP
=a.. MAXWELL HOUSE = ""




















with this coupon ond '10.00 additional purchase excluding OM.
items prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon NEI
ein merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one. Ilia
Expires Oct. 1st.
Sour Cream Dips 2 .01.MOS
BROM NOMISMI OR





















1 6 oi. 69c 409
box WO
11111
with this coupon limit one wm
Expires Oct lot ow
TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for
your total satisfaction regardless of
manufacturer. If you are not satisfied, Kroger
will replace your item with the same brand or a
comparable brand or refund your purchase price
KROGER COST-CUTTERS TRIM
YOUR FOOD BUDGET
You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items
throughout our store. Plus each week you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials 1
























































































Similac Advance 13  404
GENTLE














Ivory Liquid  $ 1 4 7
HEAVY DUTY
430Z







Tomato Paste CAN $ 1
MAUI PRIMA SALSA
Spaghetti Sauce

















SMUCKER S SEEDLESS STRAWBERRY
Bisquick 
60Z n t
18 01 $1 23 $119

















--CHEF BOY AR -DEE 2 COUNT
Cheese Pizzo Mix " 81 $ 1 "
HEFTY PLASTIC GALLON SIZE
Food Bags 
25BSTx 794
WHITE & ASSORTED COLORS
















1 S7:101i $41 t -
41,6401  $ 1 75
IS OZ
JAI $667
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PAGE 7-B 1
Compromise Natural Gas Bill
Headed Toward Sensate Okay
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
year ago today, a weary
Senate held its first around-
the-clock session in more than
a decade, battling over the
natural gas section of
President Carter's energy
program.
Now, on the anniversary of
that all-night filibuster, a
compromise version of that
same legislation was finally
headed toward expected
Senate approval.
This time there was little
suspense over the outcome.
Senate Majority Leader
Robert C. Byrd predicted the
administration-championed
bill, which would lift federal
price controls from most
natural gas by 1985, would
pass the Senate by as many as
al votes.
And opponents of the
measure - a coalition of
liberals who call it too costly
to consumers and con-
servatives who say it doesn't
deregulate prices quickly
enough - conceded in ad-
vance the long battle was lost.
Opponents were badly
defeated on two trial votes and
virtually abandoned the
search for votes Tuesday after
the Senate rejected, 55-36,
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Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, tvie.
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the compromise by returning
it to committee for redrafting.
No converts had been
gained for either side since a
59-39 rejection of a first
recommittal motion last
week. Differences between the
two recorded votes reflected
only the absence of more
members the second time
around.
"We've been touching bases
but all the bases have been
empty," said Sen. Robert
Dole, R-Kan., who had offered
the recommittal motion.
The House gets the measure
next. A fight is expected there
too, but the administration is
believed to have the upper
hand.
House leaders plan to
combine the gas bill with a
number of other fragments of
Carter's 17-month-old energy
plan and to pass the whole
package at once.
The energy plan Carter
called the "moral equivalent
of war" Called for continued
price controls on gas but at
higher levels. The House went
along, but the Senate - after
breaking that 1977 filibuster --
voted instead to deregulate
gas prices after two years.
Although far different than
his original proposal, Carter
backed the compromise as the
best that could be negotiated
The White House waged a
forceful lobbying campaign
for the measure, making it
into something of a symbol for




legislation will cost con-
sumers $16 billion through
1985 in higher gas bills.
It would allow the price of
newly discovered gas to about
double until the lids come off
on Jan. 1, 1985. In the mean-
time, gas produced and used
within the same state would be
subject to iederal price
controls for the first time.
Controls could be reimposed
for a single 18-month period
under the compromise. And
industrial consumers would
have to pay proportionately
more for gas than
homeowners, at least initially.
Care For Elderly To
Be Workshop Topic
A nursing workshop entitled
"Nursing Care for an Aging
Society," designed to explore
the nutritional, psychosocial,
and physical aspects of care
for the elderly, will be offered
at Murray State University
Wednesday, Oct. 11.
Sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Nursing on the
campus, the workshop in
Room 228 of Roy Stewart
Stadium will begin with
registration at 8:15 a.m. and
end at 3:30 p.m.
Oleta E. Burkeen, a
member of the nursing faculty
and workshop coordinator,
said the session was planned
for the education of nurses and
other health care personnel
who work regularly with the
aged.
"Since our area has a very.
high percentage of older
adults in its population," she
explained, "we feel there is a
great need for the provision of
nursing care to this particular
age group."
A workshop fee of $15 covers
luncheon costs. Registered
nurses will earn a certificate
and .5 Continuing Education
Unit (CEU) through the
Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State.
Ms. Burkeen urged anyone
interested in attending the
workshop to pre-register no
later than Oct. 4. Registration
materials may be obtained by
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ONLY 20 BUCKS. CHI
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be submitted by 12









selection of jeans for guys
and girls and khakis, buy a
pair get a pair free at the
Blackford House Gallery. -
Dixieland Shopping Center. 
FOR WATKINS Products,
















Hare A Place To










50' OH loch Fir with ed. (LY)
GLASS WORK. Auto glass
installed, store front work,
custom made picture
frames, tub and shower
enclosurers, storm doors and
windows repair or replace
Plate glass, window glass,
plex a-glass, insulated glass
and mirrors. Patio doors
repair or replace. Also small
home improvement work. M
& G Complete Glass, 816




exclusive to this area
Inventory, Fictures
and lease included in
sale. Partial Finan-
cing available to right
buyer. For further in-
formation write giving
name, address and
phone number to P.O.




TIN first amotise of the
111  Kentucky Rock awb
will be held it 7:30 s.e. 21
ui the Peoples leak Cie-
mottos Room. Arlen in-
terested in redivide.,
lapidary end jewelry neeitine
ere cordially invited to et•
tend. Mineral ip•cimens,
rani, end &tithed jewelry
pieces will be on ,fiiphay.




102 N. 416 7534397
WHAT WE do best is care.'
Needline, 753 6333.
3-.CARD OF THANKS
THE FAMILY of Claud C.
Smith wishes to express their
appreciation for the many
'acts of kindness extended
during the illness and death
of our dear farther We want
to thank Dr. Charles D.
Clark, Or. Donald G. Hughes
and the nurses at the
Murray Calloway County
Hospital who helped care for
him and their untiring effort
during his illness and death,
, the J N. Churchill Funeral
Home for their wonderful
service and every act of
kindness that made our
burcten a little lighter, to
friends, neighbors and
kinfolks for the bountiful
supply of food that was
brought to the home, for all
the nice cards, consoling
words and the beautiful
floral arrangements, to the
pallbearers, Oaths McCalion
and Clarice Norsworthy for
the special music and to the
Rev James Glass and Rev.
Fred French for their un
tiring devotion and consoling
words
May God bless each of you Is
Our prayer
The Family.
5. LOST & FOUND 
LOST LADIES SMALL
Black clutch purse. Lost in
the vacinity of 4th and Main.
Contains important papers
and identification If found
please call 753-1919 or 753-
7618.
6. HELP WANTED
BRICK LAYERS. 10 Jour
neyman Masons for light
weight block work. ChestnutHill Shopping Center,
Murray Ky. First buildingwill be a K-Mart, pay 50 centsper hour above union scale.Call 759.4590 between 7 amand 3:30 pm. 
COOK WANTED: Female,Alpha Gamma Rho
Fraternity house. 5 days a




ER Relations and routine
office duties. This is a per-
menant year round job with a
potential for better then
typical income. Some
evening hours in spring and
summer to contact
customers not available
during normal hours. Tne
person we choose will have a
work history that indicates
successfull promotion work
and customer relations,
ability to type, accounts
payable, and payroll. Should
have a stable work record.
For appointment call Ken-
tucky Candy Co 753-4953. 
DRIVERS WANTED FOR
R.P. Lundy Trucking Co.
Requirments: Minimum
age-23, Tenn. chauffers





Sheild available. Call 901-587-
9502.
DENTAL HYGIENIST
needed to work full time.
Send resume and photo to Dr.




up man. Must have ex-




Warehouse. Apply in person,
4195. 4th St. 
NEEDED RELIABLE
person to sit in my home for 4
hours daily. Call 753,6157
after 6 pm. 
NEED 3 REAL good reliable
part time people to work in
bakery deli. Call 753-961-6, for
details ask for Don. 
PART TIME breakfast cook,
apply at Southside Rest., S.
12th., Murray. 
RN or LPN FOR part time
life insurance paramedical
examiner in Murray area.
Prefer someone not working
full time. Flexable hours
Nursing supervisor will
interview the week of Oct_ 1.
Send resume to P.O.Box 32
X, Murray, Ky. 
SEWING MACHINE
Operators. Sewing ex-
perience prefered but not
necessary. full time. Apply
Calloway Mfg 111 Poplar.
SECRETARY FOR
NATIONAL Co. Typing is a
necessity Send resume to
P.O. Box 32-A, Murray, Ky.
.42071. 
WANTED BABYSITTER. In
my home afternoon shift.
Two children. Call 753-9924
after 4.30 pm. 
WANTED RNs and LPNs,
good benifits, working
conditons, immediate
openings. Apply at Crest-
wood Manor, 4th and Indiana
Ave. Mayfield, Ky. 1-247
0200.
WANt ED WAITRESSES tor
morning and evenings shifts.
Experience not necessary.
Aqply in person at Majestic
Steak House, Olympic Plaza,
Murray, Ky. 
WAITRESSES NEEDED for
day work only. Apply in
person at Hungry Bear
Restaurant, 1409 Main, 
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
EARN MONEY NOW. Take
orders for costume jewelry.
Call Lisa Co. for free catalog




Seating capacity Is 72. Call
502-442-1745.
NOINEOWNERS INSURANCE
25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY SE1 WAYNE WKSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE 347 N. 17T11
753-3243.
14. WANT TO BUY
GOOD USED vacuum
cleaner, Electrolux. Call 753-
0737 after 5 pm. 
OLDER HOUSE that needs
some work. Prefer close to
hospital area. Call 7518500
after 7 pm. 
USED 1967 or later VW
motor. Call 753,7501 after 4
WANT TO BUY: Roger
Bearcat 22 revolver In good
condition. Call 753.1410.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
BEAT THE RUSH, fire wood
for sale, cut to your
specifications. Call 436-2721. 
21 CU. FT. FRIGIDAIRE
freezer. Good condition, 1100
Call 901 642 7010 after 5 pm. 
FRIGIDAIRE retrioarator
with top freezer, works good,
In good Condition, 1100. Call
437 4155. 
FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator,
GE stove, couch and chair,
excellent condition. Phone
after 4.30, 759 1857. 
GOOD CLOTHING, Jr. Size,
7 9, misses, 16. Mens,
wornens and Jr. golf clubs.
Call 753 2206 after 4 pm.
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE
4 MANREL;s1 N 4A22AG. automaticpolishretd
in ew,ALluikmeem  $55. Call 4 in7513.14IcOh. 
with 2 L-60-14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160.
Phone: 753-7393. 
REMINGTON 1100 3 inch
MAO. 12 GA. ventilated rib,
30 inch full choke barrel,
recently purchased with box,
51110. Call 753-9673 before 6:30
pm
VERY GOOD CONDITION
kitchen table, 4 chairs, $50.
Frigidaire refrigerator, 2-
door, $100. Call after 5 pm,
753-6245. 
WOOD FOR SALE. $15 per










$50.00 up; Used Stove,
Electric & Gas $25.00
up; Used Color Black





17. VACUUM CLEANERS 
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1-
443-6.469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
NEW SET OF right handed
MG Lite McGregor golf
irons. Retail value at $315,
but will sell at $275 or best
offer. Call 759-1291 after 5
om.
28. MOB HOME RENTS
LARGE 2 BR trailer for rent.
Fully furnished, electric
heat, $150 per month, $75
deposit Call 753-4808. 
21. HEATING &COOLING 
FOR SALE Central air unit
for trailer or house, $275. Call
753-3491 after 6 pm. 
30. BUS. RENTALS
OFFICE FOR RENT:
Excellent location, 505 Main
with approximately 275 sq.
ft. frontage. Call 759-1429 9-5
daily 
31. WANT TO RENT
MURRAY STATE FACLTY
member wants to . rent
reasonable house in country.
Contact Ginger, 762-6851.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
FOR SALE OR take over
payments. 1972 mobile home,
or rent. Call after 5 pm. 753-
6324.
1975 HOMETTE for sale or
rent. Call 492-8457. 
TWO BR Mobile home, 1/2
bath, coppertone kitchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric heat
All new carpets. Cal 759 4085
or 753-5816. 
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home on lovely 3,4 acre
landscaped lot. Great in-
vestment at 51000, and take
over payments. Call 753 4736
anytime
12 X 60, THREE BR, gas,
partly furnished, nice drapes
and carpet, air and ap-
pliances. Extra nice, call 753-
4074 or 753-1877. 
1975 12 X 60 2 BR un-
furnished, all electric, like
new, -See at Riveria Cts. or
call 753-3280 before 5 pm and
436-2430 after 6 pm.
YOUNG COLLEGE girl
wants a unfurnished or
partially furnished apt by
November 1, 1978. Call 1-472-
1016.
YOUNG WORKING GIRL
wants to rent in or around
Murray. Can be partially
furnished or unfurnished.
Must be in a respectable and
well kept area. Call 489-2566
an
YOUNG MARRIED couple,
no children, no pets, want to
rent a house. Call after 5 pm,
759-4755.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
EFFICIENCY APT, partial
utilities paid. Prefer _girls.
Call 753-9741.
THREE FEDERAL housing,
2 BR unfurnished apart
ments available in October.
Under the 236 program.
Inquire or call Murray
Manor LTD, Dugiud Rd., 753-
86613.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
HOUSE FOR RENT. $165 per
month, 1614 Miller Ave., no
pets, family only. Call 753-
1203.
HOUSE TO SHARE with a
mature adult woman, either
professional woman, grad.
student or faculity, Near
MSU and convenient to
downtown. Calf 753-6577. 
NICE WELL INSULATED
house, 4 miles east, city
water, couples, no pets,
references. Call 753-7551. 
36. RENT OR LEASE
SPACIOUS see ACRE corner
lot for trailer between hwy 94
east and 280 near East
Elementry School. Wooded
area on west side of lot. Call
753-7405 after 5 pm.









HAY $1 per bale picked up in
field. Please call in advance




champion bloodline, 8 weeks
old, have been wormed Call
1 587-3633.
AKC REGISTERED Toy
poodle, brown, 8 months old
female, $50 Call 753-5513
NURSE position open in the Mayfield Com-
prehensive Care Center. Duties to include
general out-patient services. R.N. or B.S.
in nursing. Kentucky licensure required.
Experience in mental health nursing
preferred. Apply to Jack Runyon, Center
Supervisor; Mayfield Comprehensive Care
Center; South Tenth Street Extended;




We at Murray Natural Gas System would like to
remind all of our customers that cold weather is ap-
proaching and the time to prepare is now.
We recommend, for your own comfort and safety,
that you contact one of the reputable local, firms
listed below and have your heating equipment
checked before cold weather arrives. Natural Casts
something that is easily taken for granted, but gas
and gas appliances should be treated with care and
respect to assure maximum efficiency and safety,
and the lowest possible operating cost.
Again, we urge everyone to prepare for a warm and
safe winter by haying your heating equipment in-
spected. We hope to serve you this winter in the
most economical and efficient way possible, but
good maintenance habits are everyone's respon-
sibility.
The following local firms are licensed with Mor-ay
Natural Gas System as qualified to work on gas
plumbing and equipment.
JERRY'S MATING 1 AIR CONDITIONING
402 Pipe Street
753-0112
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1 Truckload air
Some of our fine
'? loam pad fin
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puppies, 6 weeks old, have
all shots. $75 each Cal! 489
2321 or 489 2392. 
MARE IN foel, 4 month old





fine blood line. Also some
blacks. Call 901-642-2277,
days or 901 586-5813 nights. 
REGISTERED QUARTER
horse weanling colt. Good
show prospect. Call 502-328.
8546. 
TWO GERMAN Shepherd
puppies for sale. Call 436 5650
after 5 pm.
41. PUBLIC SALES 
YARD SALE across from
Sager Glove, Friday, Sept.,
9. Small appliances, afghans
and Avon bottles.
FOUR PARTY YARD Sale,
West edge of Coldwater on
Hwy 121. Friday and
Saturday, 8-5. Iron kettle,
quilt tops, clothes, dishes,
riding saddles.
4 PART YARD SALE 1320
Sycamore St. Fri. & Sat. Setp
29-30, 9.5. A lot of children
Clothes. 
FLEA MARKET & Yard sale
at Mac'n Macs in Aurora on
back lot. Antiques, old
bottles, jars, Beam and Avon
bottles, miscellaneous.
Clothes, all sizes. Baby
items. To be held Thursday
through Sunday, Sept. 28 till
Oct. 1, 9 till ? Just follow
signs. 
YARD SALE N. 16th ex-
tended, in rear of red brick
house next to Moose Lodge.
Wed. and Thur.
43. REAL ESTATE
A HOME FOR ALL
REASONS. Yes, there are
many, many reasons why
this could be the ideal home
for you. French Provencial
design, four large bedrooms,
2' 2 baths, den with
heatalator fireplace, formal
dining room, study, pella
windows throughout, wet
bar, large lot, 2 car garage
and much more. This is a
brand new home and first











At Cherry Corris.c is a really
neat, comfortable, small
home. Has a fireplace, elec-
tric heat and on approx. 3.
acre lot with frontage on 2
roads. Has pretty landscaped
lot with fruit trees, grapes,
strawberries and good garden
spot. Has 2 rental trailers
across road from house,
$150.00 per month income
from trailers Deep well with
extra $16.00 water fees per
month Owner wants to sell
and has reduced price. Will
sell house and lot without
trailers. Call us for ap-
pointment and more in-
formation.
BET YOU thought you'd
never never find it...2
bedroom home in excellent
location. Priced in the low
teens.. Just waiting for you
to move in. Call LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS, 753 1492.
11111111
WILSON
Hazel • Newly rasoothiail 2
bedroom hawse isa gamer ie.
Has central gas Wet, central
air, waR insulated,
shim 5/Storm windows and
doers. Priced to sell.
INCOME PROPERTY, 402 S.
8th. St. This LARGE 2 sport.
mat Meese has $300.00 in-
come per month, and the rip-
stairs could be mode into
mother apartment with very
little expense. RUT THAT IS
NOT ALL, another apartment
is set sport from this, located
in beck  for$1S0.O0per
month. AR on approximately 1
acre lot. Total rental $450.00





*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES F R RENT AND SALE







Roored and rowdy. Up te 12 II 24. Also born style offices cottages,
mobile home ed-ens, mod patios, or 1.1-11UltD, pre zut completely reedy
to este ntble up to 24 w 60 Buy the best for loss
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
BARKLEY U1KE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate





On Our Finest Carpet!
12 ft Hilo Shag many colors
11 II Hilo Shag ow filect. mei mien
12ff Hilo Shag het came. NM films
Ow fieesi
Hilo Shag, holies Saxony.
liltler Shiny Yarns
Only lel‘g sis
11 & 1S f' Itubberback Commercial Tweeds
82'14
11 ft K chen Prinfs, •,•0‘ coon
11 ft. Now Was Vinyl  13104g yd.
1 Truckload tire rolled carpel ends Take roll Irmo 9R  lo 1011 long.
Some of ow liossi
voass sm. Yd.
W. loam pad fele qualify pad
5 f loam pad our besi
Paschall & Sons
i3NYd















3 BEDROOM home on 5
acres near Ky. Lake Music
Barn. This home has been
remodeled and a large
family room has been added
with fireplace_ Living room,
kitchen with dishwasher and
refrigerator and eat in bar,
26 x 34 garage floored with
room for nice apartment




CAN YOU KEEP a secret?
We can't We want you to
know about 2 good buys...one
is a 2 bedroom, 1 1 2 bath,
doublewide mobile home
located on approx. 2
acres We also have a 2
bedroom mobile home on 1
acres with additional
acreage available if





6 room brick house







With The Fnendly Touch"
BEAUTIFUL BUILD-
ING SITE. Almost 4
miles past Mt. Carmel
Church 2 acres of land.
It is perfect for you if
you enjoy wildlife.
Very Private and
Priced To Sell. Only
$4,000. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
197a Unden Feature Sy, iwale inc
44. LOTS FOR SALE
BY OWNER, 2 lots ready to
build on or put trailer on,
$2500 for both. Call 426-5529
or 436-2410 after 6 pm. 
EXCELLENT CORNER lot,
city water, located in
Westwood subdivision.
Reduced to only $2,895.
DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR. 502 Maple, 753.
4342.
TWO LARGE lots in
Panorama Shores adjoining
TVA. "lake view". $2,700 -
$3,500. DONALD R TUCKE
REALTOR. 502 Maple, 7
4342
45. FARMS FO ALE
540 ACRES .f good land. 28tendable cres, some timber,
tobacc base, 2700 ft. hwy.
iron ge, old house, logMAGNIFICENT! WHAT AN IDEAL SPOI s e house, many nice
• ilding spots. 1 mile from




43. REAL ESTATE 43. REAL ESTATE
COUNTRY CLASSIC. Lovely
and unique home on private 3
acre wooded tract west of
Murray. Home has •
breathtaking 27' x 25'
greatroom with fireplace and
hardwood plank floors.
Electric heat pump, all
modern conveniences plus a
rustic, comfortable design
add up to a pleasant life style
for ydu Don't let this op-
portunity pass you by. Phone
us today for more in-









Large frame home on
Penny Road just off









• energy and quit thinking
formal living r.. ! Look at
this house wi livable,
roomy great • . Like new
home loca n excellent
subdivis*,,.‘ his is a 3
bedroom bath home with
thermopane windows,
central electric heat and air,
located on corner lot. Priced
in the 50's. KOPPERUD
REALTY,  753-1222. 
DRIVE BY and see this new
lake front home on
Lakeshore Drive in Keniana
subdivision 2000 sq ft of
living area, brick, central
heat and air, three bedroom,
two bath. DONALD R
TUCKER REALTOR. 502
Maple, 7534342. - 
P At_TortS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753 1851
(' Poplar Rrnif,r,























Estate 105 N. 12th.
GOOD STARTER. Economic
and comfortable home just
listed. Located near the
university this home has
fireplace in living room, and
is nicely decorated
throughout with attractive
panneling and wall to wall
carpeting. The price is right
for a fast sale in the teens.









We have several lake
homes priced from
22,500 to 110,000.00. All
are nice and some
luxurious. Located at
Pine Bluff Shores is a 2
bedroom, partially
furnished and nice! At
Cedarling Hills are 3
lovely homes for year
around living. You




bank making for low energy
bills. 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen and bath And
as an added bonus, a two bay
clean-up shop. All plus 51.2
acres already sowed in soy
beans. Call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753 1192. 
KOPPERUD REALTY has
five firta-time sales
professionals to anItt you in
Real Estate matters_ If you
have a question regarding,
any phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at 753
1222 or stop by our con-
veniently located office at 711
Main.y We at KOPPERUD















or someone w ho wan-,
ts a weekend retreat,
we have a LAKE
FRONT Col n -
dominiurn, completely
furnished and ready t
go for only $14,950.
Weekends A I.en,ngsCell
I.. I  436 S676
led Will /33 411611
Pan, Maio, 753 11674








FRONT LOT in Crop-
pie Hollow. just
reduced to $10,600.
Weekends /I Evenings Cell
Joe Kennon 436 56/6
Bud Noll 753 4868
Pam Merit, 75311674
Oen Licher 753 1930
1200 SEAT AM-
PHI THEATR E. This is ideal
for theatre or music group.
There is a dressing area off
the large stage, concession
area, lighting system, 2
additional lots for
developement or parking.
City water in front of theatre.
Rustic in design and decor.
Must see_ at below
replacement cost of $39,500.







With The t Touch-
GATESBORO RESID-
ENTIAL 1.01 . . . 120'
wide 200' deep on
Gatesborough Circle.
City water and sewers.







46. HOMES FOR SALE 
BY OWNER 36R brick ranch
east. Call 753-2844. •
IMMEDIATE 0 C
CUPANCY. Quality built
with luxury features. Central
gas heat and electric air
conditioning. Three
bedrooms, two baths,
fireplace, loads of kitchen
cabinets Near Murray High,




850. Complete with saddle
bags, fairing, back rest and
crash bars. Must sell. 492-
8899 or 492-8586.
48. AUTO. SERVICE 
FOR ALL YOUR Four-Wheel
drive repair, see 0. C.
Kimbro at Kimbros Garage,
Rt. 5, Murray Ky. General
auto repair. Call 436.5524.
49. USED CARS
1977 B.210 Datsun Sedan, 2.
door, gold with i/2 vinyl top,
one owner, 9600 miles. Call
753-3763.
1977 BUICK 'REGAL, V-6,
good gas mileage. Call 753-
5852 or 753.3907 
1968 CHEVROLET Impala,
good mechanical condition,
paint rough, $250. Call 753-
3245.
1975 CHEVROLET Malabou,
4-door, low mileage. Call 435-
4403 after 5 pm. 
CLASSIC CONVERTABLE
1967 Plymouth, Sport Fury.










There is no peace, soith my God, to the wicked
If you are tired of serving Satan, God has a job for
you, telling the good news of His kingdom. The har-
vest is great but the laborers are few. Saturday ser-
vices 3 to 4 p.m. Bible classes 7 to 8 and 8 to 9
evenings, Special study or Bible answers anytime'
We are a group of people who love the Lord and are
teaching and studying the Bible.
BIBLE FACTS - 759-4600
God I3 An Equal Opportunity Employer
E P A CERTIFIED
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL









Monda v-Eridav 7: 30-Noorr*
Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30ti1 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE 31 25
for Nospitol A Howse Calls Mime 753-4013
AUCTION SALE
Friday evening, 3 p.m., at the Ottis Hurt
Farm, 10 miles East of Murray, turn off of
Hwy. 94 East onto East 1346. Ledbetter
Church road.
Will sell odds and ends of antique furniture,
appliances, lots of hand, shop and gatl_epjoors.
M T John Deere tractor and equipment, truck
load of antique farming tools, piles of ceder, oak
and cherry and pine lumber fence posts, gates,
stone churns, jars, jugs, soda keg, steel tired
wagon, lots of other goodies. All most new elec-





NEWPORT, air and power,
/ door, good condition, 57,000
actual miles, $995. Call 48
2200.
1970 CADILLAC Dy" Ville,
56,000 miles, good/Condition.
Call 753-8149.
1969 CHRY ER 300, ex-
cellent ci dition, priced to
sell P e 753-7616 or see at
Gree. Gulf Service Station
on camore.
973 CADILLAC Coupe De
Ville, 49,000 actual miles,
must see to appreciate. Call
436,1796_No dealers please. 
1976 DATSUN 280-Z, loaded
with extras. Call (5021-1443-
7915.
DATSUN 280 Z, gold, 1976,
air, AM-FM. Al condition.
Call 247.2494 or 247.5167 after
5 pm.
1967 DRAGSTER, has 440
engine which is in excellent
condition. Automatic with
power steering, has wide
tires and wheels, $800. Phone
354-6217.
1974 DATSUN 260-Z, $4200.
For information call 759-4633.
1973 DODGE CHARGER
body & engine good, 77,000
miles, $1000 or reasonable
offer. Call 767-6102.
1962 FORD V-8, automatic, 4-
door, white with red interior.
Car has 62,000 actual miles.
$600. Phone 354-6217.
1975 FORD ELITE, ps., pb.,
air, vinyl top, luxury trim,
excellent condition. 759-1759. 
1971 GREMLIN. Call 753-
7438.
1972 GRANVILLE Pontiac,
power brakes, steering and
air, 4-door post, leather in-
terior, good shape, $795. Call
753-0085.
1971 TRIUMPH TR B, 42,000
actual miles. Excellent
condition. Call 753.9920.
1971 VW VAN. Many extras,
$1500. Call 759-1657.
1971 VOLKSWAGON. Call 1
527-8495 after 4:30 pm. 
50. USED TRUCKS 
1963 CHEVY STEP side
pickup. Fair. Call 753 0914
mornings.
1966 DODGE pickup truck,
automatic, $350. Also a 1975
FMC model T50 Bowlens
lawn and garden tractor, 14
hp hydrastatic, with 42 inch
deluxe mower, tool bar with
attachments, $1700. Call 753
6251 after 3 pm.
1978 DODGE VAN. Sport-
sman Royal SE best, 4500
miles. Call 753-2720.
1977 DODGE Van, 6 cylinder,
sharp. $5,200 firm. Call 759-
4982.
1968 ECONOLINE Van. Call
753-0035, or 753-5690.
1969 FORD Pickup straight
shift, $1,400. Call 759.1789
after 5 pm. 
1975 TOYOTA SR-5 sport
truck, air, topper, 36,000
miles, must sell, make offer




sleeps 8, has air conditioning.
Call 437-4794.
1971 VW CAMPER, good
condition. Call 753.2590 after
5 pm. 
$2. BOATS & MOTORS 
ALUMACRAFT fishing boat,
and Moody bt trailor. Call
753-4770 after 4 Om.
15'OLYMP IC BASS boat with
motor and trailer. Call 753-
5374-dayS; 437 4794 nights. 
1975 OUCI TA BASS boat,
1978 motor, depth finder,
must sell. Late season price.
Call 7539319.
16' RUNABOUT, SO hp
engine, excellent conditior
$2900. Call 759 1110. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BEFORE WET, cold
weather, white rock and
grade driveways. We have
any size limestone and pea
gravel. Free estimates Call
Clifford Garrison, 753 5429,
after 4 pm. 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. call 1
395 4967 or. 1 362.4895. 
BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway and South Marshall
County. Hurry before the
rainy season starts. 753.2418. 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
screens installed, minor
repair work by Cliff Heegel,




and efficient service. Custom





estimates. Call 759 4085 or
753 5816.
CUSTOM LAND5CAP1NG.
Let int enhance pour Warne
with a personally designed
landscape plan Call 759 1657,
Hutson Greenhouses. 
CUSTOM COMBINING and
corn and soybean iheIling
Call 474.2384
•
- - - -
53. SE R CES OFFERED 53. SERVICES OFFERED
CA GET those small jots




small concrete jobs, call 436-
2562 after 5 pm 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw






FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR ANNUAL or monthly
pest control service, call 753-
3914. Kelly's Termite & Pest
Control.
FOR ALL Your carpentry,
roofing, painting, and carpet
laying needs contact Joe






753-2310 for free estimates. 
GET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds,
Fredonia, and Three Rivers.
Call 1-382-2646. We also haul
sand and rock. Evetts
Trucking Co., Lynnville, Ky. 
HAVING TROUBLE getting
those small jobs done? For




call Ernest White, 753-0605.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753
7149 after 6 pm.
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753 1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
ROOFING, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years -
experience. Ca11435.4173. 
RESPONSIBLE LADY will
babysit anytime in my home
or yours. Call 1.901-247.5685. 
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells. Call
1-527-1836 after 5 p.m.
WILL BABYSIT in my home
Call 753-5183.




TIMBER WANTED. We pay
top prices on standing
timber. Tie logs or





Frocia (Miller) Farris, born
Calloway Co., Ky. 4-12-1873;
married Allen Farris 1890;
died, 1924? Children believed
to be Marvin, Dollie Sharp,
Thomas, Kelly, Coveta,
Birdie. Preparing Miller
history. Contact Jane A.
Miller, 271 Williford,
Memphis, Tn., 38112.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION!!! Move in with
delivery of deed! This lovely 3 BR, luz bath home
is located in one of Murray's nicest neigh-
borhoods and is- within walking distance of
Murray High School. It also features a chain link
fence to help protect the little ones. You'll also
find young producing apple, peach, and plum
trees for your homemade pies and jellies. This
home has a well thought out floor plan for your
enjoyment. No appointment necessary. Just call












Sat. Sept. 30, at 10 a.m. halfway bet-
ween Paris and Big Sandy on Hwy.
69-A.
Going out of business sale. The Tates have
sold their store and quit. Must sell some of the
best antiques that can be found anywhere. Lots
of glass, some old, some new. Cut glass, pressed
glass, colored glass, leaded cut crystal, Boheam
water set, Nippon lusters, assortment of old lam-
ps, six nice oak chairs, 2 round oak tables. 2
square oak tables, walnut drop leaf table, walnut
gate leg table, 3 piece Cherry victorian love seat
set. Walnut organ, walnut break front, walnut
secretary, old side boards, curve glass claw foot,
mohogany china cabinet, chopping block, white
porcilen cook stove, tin pie safe, old quilts, mar-
ble top coffee table, old victorian love seat, wood
wheel tea cart, old pictures and frames, Wicker
baby buggy, old wheel chair, pegged walnut
chest, coffee mill, R.R. lanterns, victorian cur-
ves marble top dresser, East bk. burl walnut
bed, and marble top dresser. Early victorian
walnut bed and dresser. 30" electric range like
new, 3 and 4 stack heaters, lots more items riot






Will be eats and drinks.




FOR THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2S, HOS
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what





Mar. 21 to Apr 20 '
Good stellar influences, but
a few -tricky" spots bear
watching. Keep alert and you
can eradicate them and go on
to bigger and better things.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Fine cooperation from
others is indicated. There's
the possibility of an in-
teresting proposition. Once
you have checked out its
potential, act accordingly
GEMINI m
May 22 to June 211
Don't stray off the beaten
path. You'll find more op-
portunities and greater
satisfaction in activities closer
to home ground.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23(
You may have to revise
some plans. Others may lend a
helping hand but, in general,
you have to draft your own
alterations. Be prepared for
the unexpected.
LEO .f),=-,-
( July 24 to Aug. 23 } wnvt-t`•
Everything points to a bit of
luck coming your way. Take a




Aug. 24 to Sept_ 2:11
Yours stars look good. A
creative idea could prove
more remunerative than you
suppose Gains are indicated
if you play your cards right.
LIBRA
I Sept. 24 to Oct. 23( ao.
Certain persons may make
irresponsible statements
Don't be trapped or follow any
suggestion without In-
vestigating for the truth.
SCORPIO
I Oct. 24 to Nov 221 In/ e'Z'
There's an unusual
development in the making
that will affect you pleasantly




Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
horkl;:v
Operations are going well
and will go better. Set a better
pace for speedier results.
Stress your ability to organize
CAPRICORN Art '
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 -4,/ cut
Your day should be trouble--
free. Direct your efforts to
take care of all essentials. Pet
projects will go over with a
bang.
AQUARIUS •
Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 "1":-_•_-!-..,11
Things look good but you
may have to work a little
harder for benefits. Two
warnings: Avoid the bizarre
and DO be careful when
deaing with strangers.
PICES AZ:
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 n • k
If you're riot on guard,
confusions cOuld reign. Do not
let slight misunderstandings
blow out of control. Use your
wits.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a high order of
intellect and strong leanings
toward the creative. You like
people and make friends
easily, but your approach is
one of great dignity, reserve
and fastidiousness. Your
sense of justice is outstanding
and you will fight for your
principles - with or without
backing. As with most
Librans, you are highly
Imaginative and extremely
practical in carrying out your
original and Ingenious ideas.
•
Despite Being Crippled By Strike,
L 8 N Will Not Seek Court Action
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Crippled by picketing clerks,
the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad has decided not to
seek court action to force
employees to return to work,
according to a company
spokesman.
"I guess you could say that
the arena moves from the
local level to the national
level," Charles Castner, an
L&)i spokesman, said
Tuesday. Rather than pur-
suing a local order, "the L&N
will join other railroads in
whatever action they may
decide to take," he added.
On the national level,
Castner said, the railroads
probably would seek
resolution of the problem
Trial Of Iranians Charged In
Disrupting Speech Underway
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API -
The state called a dozen
witnesses, including six police
officers, to the witness stand
in Fayette District Court
Tuesday who testified that
CIA Director Stansfield
Turner's April 12 speech at the
University of Kentucky was
disrupted by a group
protesting the Shah of Iran's
policies in that country.
Eight Iranians and three
Americans are charged under
a state law with disrupting a
public assembly. The jury
trial is scheduled to continue
Wednesday when defense
lawyers are expected to argue
the protesters acted as in-
dividuals in exercise of their
rights of free speech and did
not intend to disrupt Turner's
speech.
Among those who testified
for the prosecution Tuesday













The Sorrocco • Model J900P
- A handsome Mediterranean-









Player and High Fidelity Speaker
System Beautiful cabinet of
simulated wood with grained
Pecan finish
THE ZENITH 584
A Lot of Stereo for a Verb little Price!
Moder MIMI/ - Featuring AM/F Mt Stereo FM
Tuner-Amplifier Automatic/Manual Record
Changer and Allegro 1000 tuned port




Complete with 8-Track Player
Model JU1W - An exciting design featuring
Alf.4, FM/Stereo FM Tuner-Amplifier Auto
matic/Manual Record Changer. 8-Track Tape
Player and Allegro 1000 tuned port Speakers
Simulated wood cabinet
orwried Walnut finish Censored
TV's are our only business
SISSON'S
ZENITH SALES
19 miles West of Murray on Hwy. 94
Phake-312-2174 '
All '78 color TV's reduced. Drive and save. At Sisson's, one year FREE SERVICE on




of UK's Patterson School of
Diplomacy, which sponsored
the CIA director's ap-
pearance, and former Mayor
Foster Pettit, who was was in
the audience at the time of the
incident.
uirougn a mediation agency in
Washington.
A total of 43 railroad lines in
the country, including the 13-
state L&N line, were brought
to a virtual standstill when
members of the Brotherhood
of Railway and Airline Clerks
walked out, apparently in
sympathy with a strike action
against the Norfolk & Western
Railway by union clerks.
The union has been on strike
against the Roanoke-based
N&W for more than 11 weeks.
The clerks say they are
protesting N&W's move to
eliminate clerks' jobs, and
give the work to non-union
salaried employees.
Picket lines were
established before dawn and
L&N officials s-id most of the
railroad's 12,000 union em-
ployees honored the pickets.
About 2,200 L&N employees,
company officials said, are
members of BRAC.
The strike was an expansion
of last Tuesday's walkout,
which was directed at the L&N
and a handful of other
railroads in the East. Those
strikes ended late last




Herbert Segal, attorney for
the Louisville-area locals of
the clerks' union, said
Tuesday the railroad and the
union had agreed late last
week to dissolve the court
order issued by U.S. District
Judge Thomas A. Ballantine
Jr., which prohibited
picketing at all but five
locations in the L&N system.
Judge Ballantine officially
dissolved the order Monday.
Movement on L&N rails,
Castner said, was limited to
some empty coal cars that
were being delivered to
sidings in the coalfields, a few
trains that were transporting
perishable and high priority
freight, "piggyback" trains
(trains of truck trailers hauled





moving all of the trains that
are running, but there is really
very little activity," Castner
said.
Picketing also was reported
against the Chessie System at
Russell, Ky., and at several
locations in West Virginia.
A union spokesman in
Louisville said pickets were
"out in this area" against the
Southern and Illinois Central
Gulf lines, but the spokesman
did not know the extent of the
action.
Union officials said all
railroads in the "Family
Lines" system, which includes
the L&N and is controllol by
Seaboard Coast Line, were
being picketed. Other major
systems that were shut down
include the Santa Fe, Union
Pacific, Burlington Northern,
and the Milwaukee Road.
States in which the L&N














































A gentle. elective diuretic to help
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(i-9 Mon.-Sat , 753-8777
1-6 Sunday Equal Opportiselty Employer Murray, Ky.
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